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What is the intention of social housing? Who occupies the buildings? What are the future prospects? As Portugal’s housing situation persists to deteriorate, we must 
interrogate the significance of a safe and secure property for all and question what that should appear like today and in the future.

Segundo Torrao, an informal neighbourhood formed in 1954, is located on the North Almada coastline in Portugal. The majority of the 3500 residents living there today 
believe the neighbourhood offers a better quality of life than social housing. Although a very happy settlement, recent extreme weather events and scientific climate 
change data has left inhabitants living along the coast in a precarious position.

IPCC reports declare that with an inevitable 1.5 degree temperature rise, the sea level is predicted to rise by 2.9 metres, which would completely engulf all houses in 
Segundo Torrao. Within the last few months, this scientific data has come to the attention of the municipalities of Portugal, who plan on using these facts to evict the 
residents and move them across the Almada district into social housing. As rising sea levels will affect nearly all coastlines worldwide, this thesis will explore mitigating 
and adapting to this new environment caused by climate change instead. The design thesis will also highlight the successful principles that already exist in the 
neighbourhood, and will transfer these attributes into future development. 

The combined thesis is formatted as a ‘Working Group Assessment Report’, with all working parties bringing forward their specific understanding on the subject matter 
to produce government recommendations about the social housing sector. A combination of recommendations based on each working group’s findings will provide the 
depth of research required for a convincing brief and spatial design development in floating self-build social housing.
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The Institute for Housing and Urban Rehabilitation is 
the freethinking representative for housing, who under 
participatory management, secure professional quality 
in future developments. Our objective is to implement 
policies set by the Government and offer housing 
specialists and associations with the information, 
guidance and understanding they need to deliver 
successful housing projects. 

We are a registered charity and not-for-profit 
organisation, and therefore money acquired is 
returned to the IHRU to fund ongoing events that assist 
the social housing category.1  

Further information is available at www.ihru.pt2

1     Note: This has been adapted for the purpose of this combined thesis.
2     The Institute for Housing and Urban Rehabilitation, ‘Who We Are’, IHRU, 
2020 <http://www.ihru.pt/> [accessed 8 January 2020].

INTRODUCTION
INSTITUTE FOR HOUSING AND URBAN REHABILITATION

IMPLEMENTATION OF HOUSING 
POLICY - SUPPORT GOVERNMENT

PROVIDE TRAINING & TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT IN AREAS OF HOUSING

PREPARE STRATEGIC PLAN FOR A 
SOCIAL HOUSING POLICY

General Overview

About the Institute for 
Housing and Urban 
Rehabilitation

In the field of housing and urban 
regeneration, the IHRU has control 
over making sure policies set by the 
Government are established. 01 PER Housing : Guias do Mocho - Bairro de Arte Pública 
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some
negative stereotypes 
and misconceptions 
about
social housing

Social Housing Time to Rethink
PURPOSE AND POTENTIAL THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL HOUSING
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WHAT IS SOCIAL HOUSING?

WHO CAN ACCESS SOCIAL HOUSING?

ONLY 3% OF HOUSING SECTOR : 

WHO PROVIDES IT?

WHY IS IT UNSUSTAINABLE?

Shift negative stereotypes and misconceptions 
about social housing

Reclaim the role of social housing and place it at the heart of 
housing policy

Ensure tenants have a voice at  local & national level. 
Opportunity to influence services

Increase the supply of genuinely affordable homes

Alto de Santa 
Catarina

KEY
61 - 100 PeopleInformal Settlement

Social Housing
31 - 60 People

1 - 30 People

PER Housing : Guias do Mocho - Bairro de Arte Pública 

In Lisbon, communities are  most commonly split up and sent to different social housing bulidings 

4 IHRU    / Rethinking Social Housing www.ihru.pt 5



The PRODAC social housing development was 
successfully achieved through participatory and 
social architecture, by involving the community (end 
users) from the very beginning. The architects worked 
together with sub-groups such as engineers, councils, 
ecologists and the community. The end result would be 
to improve buildings that already exist, or keep them 
in the same area.  It was agreed the worst outcome 
would be to split the community up and re-house them 
miles away from their previous home.

SAAL Strategy Working In Collaboration
‘Working with the 99%’3 ADOPTING A NEW STRATEGY

Fig.2. Architects and residents at a SAAL Meeting, Algarve, 1976

Fig.3. SAAL Process

FORMER STRUCTURE  NEW STRUCTURE

Lessons Learned

PRODAC - Adaptable SAAL TypologyThe SAAL Process

Large Public Amenity Garden

Organic Pedestrian Only Streets

Developed Outdoor Social Spaces

Ample Space for Car Parking

Homes are Adaptable & Extendable

Outdoor Seating Area & Lighting

Lisbon 
City Council

Institute for 
Housing & Urban 
Rehabilitation

WG 1 WG 2 WG 3 WG 4 WG 5 WG 6

Co
m
m
un
ity
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de
nt
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de
nt
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As
so
ci
at
io
n
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ad
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M
un
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ip
al
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og
is
ts

Ar
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ite
ct
s

En
gi
ne
er
s

Institute for 
Housing & Urban 
Rehabilitation

Lisbon 
City Council

Almada
Municipal

Residents 
Association

Community 
Residents

Ecologists

ArchitectsEngineers

3   Ateliermob, ‘Working with the 99%‘, Future Architecture Platform, 2012, 
<http://futurearchitectureplatform.org/projects/0b3efc06-f046-4139-8e24-
dc72e3c558dd/> [accessed 18th December 2020].
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Working Groups
RETHINKING SOCIAL HOUSING

Summary

People understand the role of social housing as essential. Widespread 
support from current residents and public

Recommendations to the government about the future 
development of social housing

Challenge and review social housing with regard to its supportive 
impact on communities

Devise a New Re-housing Strategy

Address the notable imbalance that links support for social housing 
and the amount of investment by government

Work Collaboratively to Achieve Stronger Outcomes

Support the Government in Implementing Housing

Understand the end users of this project play a crucial role
Give the Community a Voice

‘Working with another discipline is a more fully enmeshed form of collaboration, where one discipline is 
expressed much more through the methods and techniques of another… [As a result] alternative ways of 

knowing and understanding are engaged with.’4

PROJECT COORDINATOR

WORKING GROUP III

WORKING GROUP I

WORKING GROUP IV

WORKING GROUP II

WORKING GROUP V

Supports and Improves the 
Lives of the Community

Floating Architecture Specialists 
in response to Climate Change

Institute for Housing and Urban 
Rehabilitation

Already Provided Several Social 
Housing Buildings in Almada

Working as a team on the Citizen 
Science Project, Segundo Torrao

Residents Living in the Informal 
Settlement Segundo Torrao

IHRU

Almada Municipal The Ecologists

The Community The Residents Association

Alice Howland Architects

ALICE HOWLAND
A R C H I T E C T S

4     Ray Lucas, ‘Research Methods for Architecture’  (London: Laurence King Publishing Ltd, 2016), p.67.

8 IHRU    / Rethinking Social Housing www.ihru.pt 9



DIVERSITY

NUMBER OF RESIDENTS

It is important to note that Social Housing 
Programmes can only be offered to those 

recorded on council data.

Recorded Reality
1096

Cape Verdean

Portugese Roma

Angolan

3500

60%

15% 5%

20%

02 WORKING GROUP I
THE SEGUNDO TORRAO COMMUNITY

A favela far away from the its stereotype, with a vast ethic 
mix and low criminality rate

Fig. 4. Children playing in Segundo Torrao

The First Arrival
MIGRATION TO SEGUNDO TORRAO

GYPSY

In-between these two waves, two gypsy 
families settled here

AFRICAN

A second wave of African residents 
arrived later

PORTUGESE

A first wave of Portugese residents 
arrived during the Salazarist Dictatorship

19
54
 - 
19
74

ST

ST

19
86
 - 
20
09

19
75
 - 
19
85

ST

In a 2016 census, Almada council data recorded 
1431 persons5 living in Segundo Torrão. However, 
it is estimated by the residents association that this 
number is more likely to be 3500 people.6 Segundo 
Torrão formed in 1954 as an informal settlement, 
when a first wave of Portuguese arrived and built 
holiday homes along the coast. Two Romani families 
then settled there, followed by a wave of African 
immigrants in 1986. The entire community live in 
shacks or self-built homes. 

5   Provedor de Justica, ‘Informal Settlements and Human Rights’, Uma 
Instituicao Aberta Aos Cidadaos, 2018 (p.3).
6      Fernando Agostinho, interviewed by Sheffield University Arrival City Studio, 
5th December 2019.

10 IHRU    / Rethinking Social Housing www.ihru.pt 11



30m

0.05km2 10.94km (SW) Late 1970’s

DESKTOP STUDY

Threat of EvictionSegundo Torrao
& Special Resettlement ProgramSite Conditions

The informal settlement carries numerous issues. However 
with risk of eviction, residents are fighting to stay.7

INFORMAL SETTLEMENT

Issues within the community include lack of light, water and waste infrastructure. As 
the settlement is illegal and positioned on privately owned land, there has always been 
a risk of eviction.8 This risk is more evident now than ever before as documentations 
on climate change are exposing Almada’s coastline risks. Almada Council now plans 
to use this research as suitable justification to relocate the residents.9

SUMMARY

7     Another Lisbon Story, dir. by. Claudio Carbone (Claudio Carbone, 2017).
8    Publico Almada, ‘Segundo Torrão. O bairro de Almada onde a luz falha e falta limpeza’, Publico, 2018 <https://www.publico.pt/2018/08/19/local/noticia/
reportagem-mais-de-tres-mil-pessoas-vivem-em-bairro-clandestino-em-almada-cvideo-audio-e-foto-repeticao-1841440> [accessed 28 November 2019].
9       João Cão, interviewed by Sheffield University Arrival City Studio, 5th December 2019.

12 IHRU    / Rethinking Social Housing www.ihru.pt 13



Ideal Location ✓ xExisting Flood Risk
Existing Living Conditions Although a happy settlement, the residents do 

live in constant fear of flooding.

Segundo Torrão: For the most part a 
very fortunate and happy settlement 
with residents who wish to remain.10

It is believed that 95% of Segundo Torrão’s residents 
appreciate the location of their homes and believe there 
is a better quality of life there than social housing.11 For 
many, living by the sea was a central reason for why they 
moved here.12

Segundo Torrão sits on Almada’s north coastline, at the 
pinch point of where the River Tagus meets the Atlantic 
Ocean. In the last 20 years, Segundo Torrão’s seafront 
road has eroded back by five metres.13 Although Riprap 
erosion blocks were implemented in 2010 to slow down 
this coastal erosion process, they still do not protect from 
flooding.

WE WANT TO STAY
WATERFRONT HOUSES AT RISK

SOLITARY COMMUNITYSATISFIED RESIDENTS HEALTH AND WELLBEING HEAVY RAINFALL

The high risk of flooding is due to its location 
on a flat beach and dune system. As the site 
is located in a lower catchment of the Tagus 
River, the low-lying land is susceptible to heavy 
rainfall.

We appreciate 
being able to live 
by the sea, it was 
the main factor 

for why we moved 
here. The seafront 

is our favourite 
place to relax and 

socialise

High tides also cause 
damage to our 

sewer pipes which 
then flood our toilet 

drains 

We fear our home may 
be swept away with the 
high tides or storms. Salt 
corrosion has already 
weakened the structures 

in our homes

Number of People Wanting to Stay in Segundo Torrao Away from Tourism and Happy as their Own Community The Coast Offers an Escape for Difficult Situations

95%

10      Segundo Torrao: A Suburban Story, dir. by. Adrien Ganzer (Adrian Ganzer, 2015).
11       Agostinho.
12       Segundo Torrao: A Suburban Story.

13    Miguel Magalhaes, interviewed by Sheffield University Arrival City Studio, 6th 
December 2019.

Fig. 5. The Commuinty enjoy living by the sea

Fig. 6. Heavy rainfall and ground water flooding
14 IHRU    / Rethinking Social Housing www.ihru.pt 15



Conversation I Conversation II
SERRALHA, AGED 24, UNEMPLOYED MITE, UNEMPLOYED

CONSTRUCTION SKILLS FISHING  SKILLS CLEANING QUALIFICATIONS

35
AVERAGE ELECTRICITY 
COST PER MONTH
PER HOUSEHOLD

€

After being rehoused in Social Housing, Serralha soon returned to 
Segundo Torrão after recognising she could no longer afford the bills.14

Mite explains how most of the neighbourhood work in fishing and construction, 
however most have lost their jobs following the financial crisis.15

Learning skills at work 
and developing expertise 
on self-build homes.

Able to watch television 

Helps residents develop new skills

Food can be kept cool in a fridge

Reduced electricity during storms

Contributing to Climate Change

All must now pay for the service

Allows for electric light fittings

Fishing, processing and 
selling local fish from 
self-build homes.  

Cleaning jobs in Lisbon 
city and the surrounding 
neighbourhoods.

01

0302 Financial Crisis Available Skills / Opportunities

FREE ELECTRICITY

FREE WATERFREE RENT

Fig.7. Ground rent is free as it is self-built by community Fig. 8. Almada Council installed free public water supply points

Until 2019, electricity was either not used or illegally taken
Each residential unit has 
recently been connected to 
its own individual electric box. 
Electricity will go live in 2020.

After obtaining new skills, many residents 
have had to leave their jobs and are still 
seeking employment.

The proposed homes for Segundo Torrão 
could utilise these available skills for the 
construction of housing, and provide work 
opportunities for residents.

Reliance on tourism was a big factor in Portuguese 
economy before the 2008 crisis

Proposed floating homes could lead to new 
experts in floating construction

Causes include Deregulation, Subprime 
Mortgages Crisis and the Liquidity Crisis.

Construction work could continue in other 
housing developments

After having a baby I 
could not afford the 

energy and water bills in 
social housing. I’m now 
back in Segundo Torrao 
where these services 

are free 

UPDATE 2020

A lot of people in 
our neighbourhood 
work in fishing and 
construction, but 
after the financial 
crisis we have lost 

our jobs

54% 21% 11%

SEGUNDO 
TORRAO 

COMMUNITY

SEGUNDO 
TORRAO 

COMMUNITY

SEGUNDO 
TORRAO 

COMMUNITY

✓
✓
✓
✓
x
x
x

14      Segundo Torrao: A Suburban Story. 15      Segundo Torrao: A Suburban Story.
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Whilst considering the stories of both residents, how might a 
rehousing strategy benefit both the residents and government? 

Nato Pontoon Transport & ServiceWater Collection Social Housing

Conversation Summary

Could we utilise the 
skills available within the 
community and offer 
residents new work 
opportunities?

To minimise expenditure 
on bills, could certain 
aspects of the building and 
infrastructure generate 
low-cost energy?

SERRALHA MITE

CONVERSATION CONCLUSIONS

SELF-SUFFICIENT 
COMMUNITY

SELF-BUILD 
OPPORTUNITIES

WATER PURIFICATION CONSTRUCTION JOBSWAVE ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE
1 32 4

Drawing together residents’ concerns helps enable the 
IHRU to discover alternative strategies for government 
resettlement programs. Segundo Torrão was 
developed independently as a self-build community, 
which clearly indicates their capabilities in construction 
work. If the government were to provide residents 
with the necessary material and equipment, residents 
would be able to construct their improved homes with 
suitable guidance.

By not having a prescribed set of drawings, the 
residents are able to adapt their home to their 
individual needs. As a result, the government could 
acknowledge their social responsibility, in a way to 
enable the community to continue existing in Segundo 
Torrão. If the government also invested in water 
purification and wave energy, service costs would 
eventually be covered and surplus energy sent back to 
the grid. 

Government SupportMoving Forward
SUPPORT FROM THE MUNICIPALITY AND ALMADA COUNCIL

Although an Informal Settlement, Segundo Torrão are receiving 
some external support from the government.

Provision of Water

Installation of public water supply 
points in each home

One Rubbish collection point at 
settlement boundary

2020 will see new electric points for 
each home.

Image

Image

Image

EXTERNAL SUPPORT

Waste Infrastructure

Electricity Supply

✓

✓

✓

x

x

x

Immediate access to 
clean drinking water

Waste collection 
from neighbourhood 

boundary

Allows everyone in the 
community access to 

power

Community may be 
charged for service

Residents must deposit 
waste in one location

Not all residents can 
afford the electricity

IN MOST CASES AN INDEPENDENT COMMUNITY

18 IHRU    / Rethinking Social Housing www.ihru.pt 19



Sea Views to Lisbon

Existing Character of the Site

Summary

Provide the necessary infrastructure for improved water links to Trafaria and Lisbon

How could the Segundo Torrão community be facilitated in a 
transition from its current condition to a floating community?

Adapt and mitigate to the flood risk posed on the informal neighbourhood
Stay in Segundo Torrao

Improve access to water and provide low-cost electricity generated by renewable 
means. 

Be Self-Sufficient

Improve the existing waste infrastructure and help to reduce sea pollution

Better Transport Links

Tackle Waste Pollution

COMMUNITY REQUIREMENTS

20 IHRU    / Rethinking Social Housing www.ihru.pt 21



03 WORKING GROUP II
THE RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION

‘Acreditar Para Venermos’16  
- If the Population believe in us, we will win!

‘The Resident’s Association aims to support and improve the life of each resident in Segundo Torrao, 
without unfairly criticizing the image of any individual. We would like to thank you in advance for your 

concern & support in this fight.’18

Members of The Residents Association
MÁRIO FERREIRA

MANUEL GOUVEIA

PAULO SILVA

MANUEL FERNANDES

FERNANDO AGOSTINHO

CATARINA SILVA

Chairman of the General 
Assembly

Residents Association 
Investment Management

Chairman of the Fiscal (Tax) 
Council

Vice Chairman of the Fiscal 
(Tax) Council

Chairman of the Board

Vice Chairman of the Board

President

Vice President

President

Vice President

President

Advisor

The Resident’s Association was established in 1998 
to represent the Segundo Torrão Community and 
control permits for the neighbourhood’s land. This 
building has since been extended to hold larger 
meetings and events. With a development of trust 
overtime, residents would visit the RA presidents to 
discuss migration issues, who would then be able 
to issue statements directly to the foreign office of 
state. With the support of the Resident’s Association, 
the neighbourhood has been able to improve its 
conditions and public image.17  

16      Agostinho.
17      Agostinho.

18     Associação de Moradores do Bairro do 2 Torrão, 
‘Em nome da Associação’, (Facebook post, 18th July 2018)

Fig. 9. A meeting in the Resident’s Association Headquarters
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Service Overview Notice Board of Past Events
DETAILS OF OUR MAIN SERVICES INVOLVING THE COMMUNITY

The Resident’s Association holds numerous parties 
and events with an open invitation to all residents. 

THE NEIGHBOURHOODS CONDITIONS

THE IMAGE OF SEGUNDO TORRAO

02

04

ENHANCE

IMPROVE
THE MUNICIPAL SERVICES

03
SECURE

THE LIVES OF THE RESIDENTS

01
SUPPORT

FESTIVALS

To suit the 
cultural and 

religious diversity

EVENTS

This may 
include support 
in immigration 

rights

ATTENTION
Excessive use of various 

equipment simultaneously 
with large energy consumption 

such as heaters and electric 
ovens, cause an overload in 
Power Lines. This causes the 
neighbourhood to often run 

out of light. 

We ask for you all to regulate 

your consumption of electricity 
and contribute to the 

community.

The Residents Association

URGENT
All residents are summoned 
to a clarification meetins on 

the situation of light and other 
matters of interest. This will 

take place on the 14th October 
at 3pm in the Neighbourhood 

Residents Association.

Thank you.

URGENT
Residents of the dwellings of Zones 1 and 2 from 

numbers 1 - 114 and 508-512 :

A meeting will be held at the Neighbourhood 

Association Building on a subject of your 

interest. With the presence of EDP, CMA AND 

Residents Association, we will discuss access to 

neighbourhood electricity. 

Thank you.

CLARIFICATION 
SESSION

// Immigration Law and 
Forms of Legalisaion //

To Discuss: 
Entry into Portugal : 

Requirements and Conditions

- What documents do I need to have?
- Being an immigrant, do I have rights?

- Am I entitiled to medical care?
- Can I Study?

- Rights and Duties of Workers

TEMPORARY DEVELOPMENTMeeting to discuss the creation 
of ten temporary public spaces in 
Segundo Torrao. Four locations for construction to be agreed. 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTOpen Invitation for all residents to contribute in 
the planning workshop by sharing your knowledge, opinions and ideas.Residents Association Building17th November  

Karaoke!
 Friday 8th 

November, 8pm

@ Residents Association 
Building

Childrens 
Football Team

To play against 
Covo Do Vapor Team

Tuesday 14th, 5pm

Try It! Session

- Karate - 

All invited to take part!

Thursday 16th, 4pm

ATTENTION
Please ensure all waste goes into the correct bins at the entrance of Segundo Torrao

Community 
Litter Pick!
 Tuesday 12th 

November, 11am

Meet @ Residents 
Association Building

MEETING
 To Discuss any Further 

Issues with Water
@ Residents Association

22nd October, 6pm

Summer Drum Party

Community Lunch

Peace Association

Another Action Complete!

Fig. 10. 
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This year each house was installed with their own 
electricity power box. For some residents, having 
electricity is viewed as a positive development by a 
way of gaining residency. Having a bill for a satellite 
TV means a resident is able to prove the local council 
they live there. This also provides residents a sense 
of responsibility.25 However, most residents are 
concerned about the arrival of electricity as they 
now have to pay for a service that they previously 
obtained free of charge.26 

Electricity01 0302
WATER WASTEELECTRICITY

Whilst we have achieved a waste collection point, improvements 
could still be made by increasing the number of waste points 
and keeping the beach clean.21 

Access to electricity has been a long-standing battle with 
continuous illegal cuts to lines. Power would regularly cut out 
due to overuse.20

Despite the implementation of water to each home, some 
residents still do not have access due to damaged pipes.19

01

02

PUBLIC ACCESS

& FUTURE INSTALLATION

Access to water was achieved when former president 
Mario Ferreira established a connection with a member 
working in the industry. This kick-started the resident 
association’s credibility and social recognition and 
built trust with stakeholders.22 Although all residents 
have been granted with access to water, some homes 
have old or broken pipes installed that do not work.23 

Rainwater collection has been used as one strategy to 
overcome this.

For many years, it was a frequent occurrence for residents to illegally tap 
into electricity lines.  Overuse of these lines led to regular neighbourhood 
black outs. There are now fines in place for anyone who is caught cutting 
electricity. As a positive, illegal cutting did lead to a signed protocol in Lisbon 
for access to electricity.24

ILLEGAL CUTTING

Providing each home with power
NEW ELECTRICITY SYSTEM

Water

Main Issues
SECURE MUNICIPAL SERVICES

19      Agostinho.
20      Agostinho.
21      Agostinho.
22      Agostinho.
23      Agostinho.

24      Agostinho.
25      Agostinho.
26     Marie Segonne, interviewed by Sheffield University Arrival City Studio, 6th December 2019.

Fig. 11. 

New electricity points will provide light and power for all homes26 IHRU    / Rethinking Social Housing www.ihru.pt 27



03
MUNICIPALITY SUPPORT

VOLUNTEER LITTER PICKS

MUNICIPAL SERVICE

NEIGHBOURHOOD CLEAN UP FOREST CLEAN UP BEACH CLEAN UP

‘Almada Investment of 1.6 
million euros to improve garbage 
collection in the city by providing 

eight new cars this year.’28

UPDATE 2020

Add image of 
waste point

The municipality eventually agreed to a waste 
collection point near the neighbourhood; however, 
this was under the condition that it would be 
positioned on a road owned by the municipality. As 
roads in Segundo Torrão were built by the residents 
themselves, the nearest location was on the edge of 
the boundary.27 

WASTE COLLECTION POINT

Waste
Living Conditions
EXPOSING THE EXISTING SITUATION

These demolished areas are beginning to transform 
into car parking and public spaces.

SMALL HOUSES

CRUDE CONSTRUCTION

WOODEN AND TIN HUTS

Mainly Portugese

Portugese and African Immigrants

Mostly African Immigrants Precarious Inadequate Housing

Secondary houses made of brick and 
concrete with a tiled roof

Brick or wooden walls with a tin roof

The community has restrictions in growth; therefore, if a family is relocated away 
from the neighbourhood, their home must be demolished to prevent additional 
people arriving. This process is controlled by the Resident’s Association.29

HOUSING DEMOLITION

LISBON

= 2 PEOPLE = 10 PEOPLE

SEGUNDO 
TORRAO

27     Agostinho.

28  Agência de Notícias, ‘Almada investe em viaturas para recolha de lixo’, ADN, 2019, 
<https://www.adn-agenciadenoticias.com/2019/01/almada-investe-em-viaturas-
para-recolha.html> [accessed 17th January 2020]

29      Agostinho.

Fig. 12. Thank you AEMC for all of your hard work Fig. 13. Clean up action day in Segundo Torrao Fig. 14. Council organised beach clean
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NEW CHURCH

PUBLIC BEACH SPACE

OFFICE EXTENSION

New Build Improvements Additional Services
ENHANCE THE NEIGHBOURHOODS CONDITIONS SUPPORT THE LIVES OF THE RESIDENTS

KEY
Public Beach Space Office Extension

Ribbon Patio Improvements to Play Area

New Church Meeting Space

04 13

16 22

25 19

RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION MEETING COLLECTION OF DONATED ITEMS

PEACE ASSOCIATION FESTIVAL HELP CLÁUDIA GET RESIDENCY

MOBILE HYGIENE & DENTAL SERVICE NEW HOUSING POLICIES MEETING

Fig. 15. 

Fig. 16. 

Work currently being carried out by the Resident’s Association
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IMPROVE THE IMAGE OF SEGUNDO TORRAO

SummaryPerception
IMPROVE THE IMAGE OF SEGUNDO TORRAO

‘Since March 19, 2017 we have been fighting to improve the image, to show people that Segundo Torrao has honest 
and hardworking people, people with talent and future and that’s what we focus on daily.’30

Fight for adequate housing standards and recover the lost dignity of residents

Whilst improvements have been achieved, there are still 
strategies that can enhance our community.

Change the negative connotations and public perception of Segundo Torrão’s residents
Improve the Image of Segundo Torrao

Portugal’s Perception of the Community Residents The Resident’s Association Perception of the Community Residents

Maintain social recognition and credibility of the association to uphold trust with 
stakeholders

Continue Relationship with Municipalities

Ensure services are for all and act on any incoming support

Improve Living Conditions and Increase Public Space

Strengthen Services and Support Initiatives

30      Agostinho.
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04 WORKING GROUP III
ALMADA MUNICIPAL

Almada is a city recognised for its 35km coastline 
and close proximity to both the Atlantic Ocean 
and Tagus River.

Group 

Picture?

Administration and Finance, 
Communication, Strategic 
Planning, Mobility and 
Transport, Culture

Human Resources, 
Occupational Health, Hygiene, 
Maintenance & Logistics, Action 
& Social Intervention, Housing

Administration and Finance, 
Communication, Strategic 
Planning, Mobility and 
Transport, Culture

Green Spaces, Environment 
and Energy

Civil Protection & Security, Legal 
Affairs and Surveillance, Urban 
Administration, Urban Planning, 
and Municipal Assistance

Road Network, Logistics and 
Fleet

Our plan is to promote the integration of immigrants in the host community and implement welcoming 
responses, by promoting an integrated and decentralised service.33

Municipal Executive 2017 - 2021
INÊS DE SAINT-MAURICE

MARIA TEODOLINDA

JOÃO LUÍS SERRENHO

NUNO FILIPE

FRANCISCA LUÍS

MIGUEL ÂNGELO MOURA

President

Advisor

Vice President

Advisor

Advisor

Advisor

Although some evidence of industry and tourist 
attractions, Almada’s economy is predominantly 
dependent on its large population that mostly work 
in Lisbon. Any development projects in the city are 
focused on historical riverside industrial areas.31

As Segundo Torrão is under the threat of sea 
level rise, action must be taken to rehabilitate the 
community. In partnership with the IHRU, we acquired 
a municipal investment that aims to rehouse families 
in a situation of vulnerability32. As an alternative 
to approaching the situation with our existing 
resettlement program, we are willing to undertake 
new solutions for an improved rehousing approach. 

31       Almada Camara Municipal, ‘Almada in a Minute’, M-Almada, 2020 
<http://www.m-almada.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=cmav2&xpgid=genericP
age&genericContentPage_qry=BOUI=5771022&actualmenu=5770956> 
[accessed 9 January 2020]
32   Almada Camara Municipal, ‘Housing’, M-Almada, 2020 <http://www.m-
almada.pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=cmav2&xpgid=genericMenuContent&me
nu_title_generic_qry=BOUI=17092996&menu_generic_qry=BOUI=17092
996&genericContentPage_qry=BOUI=20278714&actualmenu=17092996 > 
[accessed 9 January 2020]
33      Almada Camara Municipal, ‘Municipal Plan for the Integration of 
Migrants’, M-Almada, 2020 <http://www.m-almada.pt/xportal/xmai
n?xpid=cmav2&xpgid=genericMenuContent&menu_title_generic_
qry=BOUI=609017800&menu_generic_qry=BOUI=609017800&genericC
ontentPage_qry=BOUI=609018948&actualmenu=609017800 > [accessed 
9 January 2020].
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The Threat of Water in Almada 

Flood Damage

AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE MAJOR FLOOD SURGES

achieved the variable by overlapping the topographic sheet with
opensource satellite images, georeferenced geological map (sheets
441B and 442, 1:25,000) and Freire (1986) study in ArcGis 10.2 ®

software with reference system Datum WGS.87. Furthermore, we
confirmed the previous data with field inspections.

The existence of recent satellite images from 2013 showing the
coastal area after the last intervention in 2009 under Polis Program
- “Rehabilitation Urban Program and Environmental Improvement
of Cities” promoted by the Ministry of Environment and Spatial
Planning - allows us to measure the shoreline changes rates
comparing to ortophotomaps from 1958, 1980 and 2008 through
Digital Shoreline Analyses System (DSAS) in ArcGis 10.2®, with two
methods (End Point Rate, EPR and Linear Regression Rate, LRR)
creating perpendicular transects spaced in 50 m along the shore-
lines. These data along with a digital elevation map (DEM) for
coastal slope development were obtained in the Portuguese Envi-
ronment Agency (APA).

The tide range was acquired from the analyses to historical data
available before March 2014 at the Hydrographic Institute (IH),
measuring the levels registered in mean high tide and mean low
tide. For the mean significant wave height we considered the data

obtained from SWAN by assuming their representativeness of
inshore conditions in each point studied, being more similar to the
real conditions than offshore wave climate. Finally, for the sea level
rise rate we consulted studies based on Cascais tide gauge working
since 1882 (Antunes and Taborda, 2009; Antunes et al., 2010).

3.2. Exposed value index (EVI)

The method aims to represent the social and environmental
features under pressure and threat. The coastal zone elements were
associated to a degree of exposure by its nature. The EVI proposed
represents the prejudice in loss or damage materials and human
casualties by aggregating methodologies concerned with social,
economic and environmental characteristics of coastal zone. The
complexity of this kind of evaluation arises from the integration of
variables corresponding to areas of human nature, market and in-
dustry power, biology and biodiversity presence or cultural
heritage.

Inspired in Juli~ao et al. (2009) method, the value of exposed
elements was evaluated using EVI, which depends on land use
characteristics, total resident population of subsections areas and

Fig. 3. Bars and railway damages after the storm on 60's (A and B) and overtopping and flooding events in the same zone in 2014 during Hercules storm (C and D).

Table 2
Variables ranking based on their vulnerability to inundation and erosion (adapted from Thieler and Hammer-Klose, 1999).

Variable Ranking of coastal vulnerability

Very low 1 Low 2 Moderate 3 High 4 Very high 5

Geomorphology Rocky, cliffed
coast

Medium cliffs, indented
coast

Low cliffs, alluvial
plains

Cobble beaches,
estuary, lagoon

Sand beach, dunes
system

Coastal Slope (%) >0.2 0.2e0.07 0.07e0.04 0.04e0.025 <0.025
Shoreline rate (m/yr) >þ2.0 þ2.0 to þ1.0 þ1.0 to �1.0 �1.0 to �2.0 < �2.0
Mean tide range (m) >6.0 6.0e4.1 4,0e2,0 1,9e1,0 <1.0
Mean significant wave height (m) <0.55 0.55e0.85 0.85e1.05 1.05e1.25 >1.25
Relative sea level rise rate (mm/yr) <1.8 1.8e2.5 2.5e2.95 2.95e3.16 >3.16
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1985

2002

2007

2012

2015

Major Surge : Tidal Flood

Major Surge : Fluvial Flood 
damaged houses on the 

waterfront

High tide problems : 
Flooded house sewers

Major Surge : Severe Tidal 
flood, covered half of 
neighbourhood

Major Surge : Tidal Flood

Defend Segundo Torrao
THE FAILURE OF DEFENCE STRATEGIES

ALMADA MUNICIPAL VISIT FOLLOWING FLOOD

‘The objective was to evaluate the damage caused by the strong 
maritime unrest and define any measures to be taken in the short, 

medium and long term.’34

We need alternative solutions to wasting money on temporary defence systemsDespite some efforts to mitigate the coastal erosion, Segundo Torrao is still at risk

SETUBAL 
DISTRICT

Municipality of Almada

Trafaria

Trafaria 
Town

Almada 
Town

Segundo 
Torrao

Cova Do 
Vapor

KEY

River Flooding (Fluvial)

Sea Flooding (Tidal)

Surface Water Flooding (Pluvial)

Drain and Sewer Flooding

Ground Water Flooding

34     Câmara Municipal de Almada, ‘Agitação Marítima 
Trong’ (Facebook post, 4th March 2018)

Fig. 17. Consequences of Flood Damage on Almada’s North Coastline

Fig. 18. The Council’s visit to the North Almada Coastline the day after a major storm
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WHOSE TERRITORY?

Provided Services Land Ownership
FOR SEGUNDO TORRAO PRIVATE LAND

Rip-rap along the seafront to slow down the coastal erosion process

01
SEA DEFENCE

THE PROBABLE SITUATION

03
ELECTRICITY

All residential units have access to free and clean drinking water

Each residential unit to have their own electricity box

Land Privately Owned by NATO

No Longer Their Land After Flooding

02
WATER

Rehousing Segundo Torrao
DEVISING A STRATEGY

01

02

03

04

05

Call for Innovation

Elevated?

Wet-Proof?

Dry-Proof?

Floating?

Amphibious?

KEY
Informal Settlement

Social Housing

Port Authority

Lebanese 

Investors

NATO

Segundo Torrao is under environmental protection and owned both privately 
and by the Lisbon Port Authority. 

Although Almada Council will ensure the community stays united, social housing will be located away from the coast

Precedents suggest Segundo Torrao will move further from the coast and on higher land38 IHRU    / Rethinking Social Housing www.ihru.pt 39



In comparison to the rehousing approach 
managed by Lisbon Municipality, we as a council 
pride ourselves in ensuring the vulnerable 
community remain united.  We intend to adopt 
this same strategy when rehousing Segundo 
Torrão.

KEEPING THE COMMUNITY TOGETHER LOCAL PRECEDENTS

Our Re-Housing Approach Almada - Existing Social Housing

2 5

1

1

2

3
4

5

6

4

3 6

Almada Council 

Almada Council 

Almada Council 

Almada Council 

Almada Council 

Almada Council 

PER Resettlement 
Neighbourhood

PER Resettlement 
Neighbourhood

PER Resettlement 
Neighbourhood

PER Resettlement 
Neighbourhood

PER Resettlement 
Neighbourhood

PER Resettlement 
Neighbourhood

No. of Homes: 161

No. of Homes: 121

No. of Homes: 193

No. of Homes: 94

No. of Homes: 20

No. of Homes: 179

RUA DE ALCANIÇA 
E RUA DA BELA 

VISTA

RUA FEBO 
MONIZ ANTONIO 

GONÇALVES

RUA ALMADA 
NEGREIROSUA

RUA CASADAS CIMAS, 
R DOS TRES VALES, 

R ANTONIO GIAO

RUA DOS TRES 
VALES E RUA SAO 

LOURENÇO POENTE

URB. NOSSA SRA 
DA CONCEIÇÃO

Alto de Santa 
Catarina

ALMADA

LISBON

APPROACH KEY

61 - 100 PeopleInformal Settlement

Social Housing

31 - 60 People

1 - 30 People
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INDIRECT CO
2  EM

ISSIONS

DIRECT CO2 EM
ISSIONS

ENERGY 1.4%

AFOLU 0.87%

INDUSTRY 
11%

BUILDINGS
12%

ELECTRICITY 
AND HEAT 

PRODUCTION
25%

OTHER 
ENERGY

9.6%
INDUSTRY 

21%

TRANSPORT 
14%

BUIDINGS
 6.4%

AFOLU 
24%

TRANSPORT 0.3%

RESPONDING TO THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY

A Sustainable Future
ADOPT A NEW HOUSING STRATEGY

Summary

Take advantage of flooded land that is no longer privately owned

We must allow the residents to remain in Segundo 
Torrão and adopt a more sustainable approach

‘Almada Council’s goal is to involve the entire population in concrete 
actions to respond to the climate emergency’35

Pumping money into coastal defence systems is not a cost-effective solution as 
eventually they will fail

Stop Building Defences and Start Adapting to Water

Generate superior outcomes that residents are more likely to manage and care for
Listen to the Community and Develop Rehousing Strategy

In a sustainable way, offer flexibility and adaptability

Call for New Housing Strategies that deal with Flood Risk

Rethink the Social Housing Typology

Water Purification

Carbon-free Transport

Wave Energy

Community Self-Build

Minimise Waste Pollution

Locally Sourced Material

Sustainable Water Taxi

35        Almada Camara Municipal, ‘Fridays For The Future: 
Hands On’, M-Almada, 2020 < http://www.m-almada.
pt/xportal/xmain?xpid=cmav2&xpgid=noticias_
detalhe&noticia_detalhe_qry=BOUI=642458721&noticia_
titulo_qry=BOUI=642458721> [accessed 11 January 2020]
36    Aidan Hoggard, ‘The Climate Change Context’ (Lecture, 
The University of Sheffield, 2019)

Fig. 19. The implementation, demolition and upkeep of buildings 
contribute to approximately 50% of Earth’s energy consumption.36 

It is therefore vital to reduce our carbon footprint. 
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05 WORKING GROUP IV
THE CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT

The Segundo Torrão Citizen Science Project (Novos Decisores 
Ciências) is a financed, participative science research project in 
Coastal Geology and Oceanography.

This cooperative research of the Tagus’ Estuary coastline brings together geologists and the inhabitants 
of a self-built neighbourhood. [We must] take a critical approach to social progress in science.40

The Coastal Ecologists
JOSÉ CARLOS FERREIRA

JOÃO CÃOTHIERRY GISSINGERXAVIER BERTIN

YVES HÉNOCQUE RUI TABORDA

Sedimentary Dynamics &
Coastal Geomorphology

Observatory of Climate Change, 
Almada

Scientific mediation &
Participation Research

Environmental Engineering &
Sustainable Development

Morphodynamics of tidal tide,
& Extreme Physical Processes

Integrated Management of Seas 
& Oceans, Ecosystemic Approach

Coastal Risk Specialist

Project CoordinatorEnvironment Program ManagerResearcher Morphodynamics

Oceanographist Coastal Geologist

As a working group, we examine the waves and coastal 
morphological changes during storms. Our team of 
residents and mediators identified Segundo Torrão’s 
issue of coastal erosion in 2015. The research was 
launched after a preliminary phase in 2018 and will 
continue to be financed until 2021.37 

Through a number of years of participative data 
collection, we understand the Tagus Estuary is a fairly 
complex and dynamic system.38 Storms and floods 
have damaged seafront houses and the coastline has 
eroded significantly in the last twenty years. Using our 
research data, we can begin to question the design, 
engineering and implementation of potential future 
defence structures.39  

37    João Cão, interviewed by Alice Howland, 9th January 2020.
38    Cão.
39    Cão.

40     João Cão, ‘SFProcur Curator’, Science for Progress, 2018, <https://www.scienceforprogress.eu/sfprocur-curator-april-17-22-joao-cao/> [accessed 12th January 2020] 

Fig. 20. The Citizen Science Project team at work
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‘It is very likely that sea level will rise in… 95% of the ocean area’41 
which will affect ‘70% of the coastlines worldwide’42

GLOBAL MEAN SEA LEVEL RISE

INTERNATIONAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE (IPCC)

Global Concern

Fig.23: ‘Projections of global mean sea level rise 
over the 21st century’

Fig. 22. Arctic Summer Sea Ice ExtentFig. 21. Global Average Sea Level Change

TYPES OF FLOODING

HUMAN IMPACT AND URBANISATION

Cause of Flood Risk

River Flooding 
(Fluvial)

Coastal / Tidal 
Flooding

Surface Water 
Flood (Pluvial)

Sewer Flooding Groundwater 
Flooding

Failure of Artificial 
Defences

01 02 03 04 05 06

Evapo-Transpiration

Infiltration Infiltration

Evapo-Transpiration

Run Off
Run Off

Before Urbanisation After Urbanisation

Since 1970, the IPCC puts “ocean thermal expansion” 
and “glacier mass loss” responsible for ‘75% of 
the observed global mean sea level rise (high 
confidence)’43. The reduction of Greenland ice sheet 
could produce ‘a global mean sea level rise of up to 
7 m’44. As a reduction in ice sheet mass is
irremediable, coastal communities such as Segundo 
Torrão are at risk. 

Global mean sea level rise has increased 
greater ‘than the mean rate during the 

previous two millennia (high confidence)45. 
The IPPC also affirm ‘it is virtually certain 

that global mean sea level rise will 
continue beyond 2100’46. 

How architects respond to these risks 
and opportunities will influence future 
design strategies and the subsequent 

modification of cities. 

The IPCC evidence confirms the significance of using 
research to develop new sustainable design solutions 
in coastal neighbourhoods. Buildings need to start 
mitigating and adapting to the inevitable global sea 
level rise. 

41    Thomas Stocker and others, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. 
Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), p. 26.
42    Stocker, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of 
Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, p.26.
43    Stocker, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of 
Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, p.11.

44     Stocker, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of 
Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, p.29.
45      Stocker, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of 
Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, p.46.
46      Stocker, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of 
Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, p.105.
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RAPID COASTAL EROSION

The Local SituationThe Sandbank Movement

THE END OF THE NATURAL FLOOD DEFENCE

The increased coastal erosion process is a result of global sea level rise and massive and uncontrolled extraction of sea sand. When the sand bank was eventually flooded by 
the sea in 1957, the connection to the Bugio tower disappears and rapid changes occur on the coastline.48 

1939 1958 1967 1987 2003

River Flow Direction

Whilst the river flows out towards the sea, some water returns back towards the coastline. 
This has caused significant and rapid erosion on the sand dune.47

47    Magalhaes.
48    Joana Trinidade, ‘Will the sea engulf Segundo Torrao? When and How?’, L’Atelier des Jours a Venir, [n.d.].
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FIG.24. BEACH HOUSE ON STILTS FIG.25. COVA DO VAPOR FLOOD

FIG.26. HOUSES LOCATED ON THE SAND DUNE FIG.27. BEACH HOUSES PULLED BY COWS FIG.28. HOUSE DAMAGE CAUSED BY HIGH TIDES AND STORMS
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The Global Paris 
Climate Deal, 2015, 
set out to ‘limit the 
[global] temperature 
increase to 1.5°C’49, 
however IPCC 
reports have stated 
Global surface 
temperature change 
for the end of the 
21st century is likely 
to exceed 1.5°C’50.

Scientists now argue 
‘our climate could 
warm more than 4 
degrees by the end 
of the century’51. This 
extreme scenario 
will occur if no 
positive measures 
are put in place 
to combat climate 
change.

INTERNATIONAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE (IPCC) LOW-LYING & GENTLY UNDULATING TERRAIN

Sea Level Rise Slop Intensity

Segundo 
Torrao

GLOBAL SEA LEVEL PROJECTIONS - IPCC

2 DEGREE RISE

1 DEGREE RISE

3 DEGREE RISE

4 DEGREE RISE

Trafaria

Trafaria

Trafaria

Trafaria

Segundo Torrao

Segundo Torrao

Segundo Torrao

Segundo Torrao

Cova do Vapor

Cova do Vapor

Cova do Vapor

Cova do Vapor

1.5 DEGREE RISE

2.5 DEGREE RISE

3.5 DEGREE RISE

Trafaria

Trafaria

Trafaria

Segundo Torrao

Segundo Torrao

Segundo Torrao

0.5 DEGREE RISE

Trafaria
Segundo Torrao

Cova do Vapor

Cova do Vapor

Cova do Vapor

Cova do Vapor

4 DEGREE WATER EXTENT

1.5 DEGREE WATER EXTENT

Segundo Torrao

Cova  Do Vapor

Almada Hill

Silo Factory
49     United Nations Climate Change, ‘The Paris Agreement’, United Nations, 2015, (p.3.)
50  Stocker, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of 44 

Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, p.20.

51  Chelsea Harvey ‘Report: Global emissions goals still aren’t enough to prevent dangerous warming’, The Washington 
Post, 2015 < https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2015/05/04/report-global-emissions-
goals-still-arent-enough-to-prevent-a-dangerous-level-of-climate-warming/> [accessed 20 January 2020]
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INTERNATIONAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE (IPCC)

Sea Level Rise

CURRENT AVERAGE TIDE LEVEL GLOBAL 1.5 DEGREE RISE GLOBAL 2 DEGREE RISE GLOBAL 4 DEGREE RISE

=2.2M +2.9M +4.7M +8.9M

Extreme Scenario
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ALMADA COASTLINE ALMADA COASTLINE

HUMAN ACTIVITY

Flood Protection

01

03

02

04

NATO PONTOON

RIPRAP

SEA WALLS

HARD COASTAL STRUCTURES
DIY FLOOD PROTECTION MEASURES

Fig.29. Protects against waves

Fig.31. Protects against erosion Fig.32. Sea walls and Groynes

Resident efforts to build up their own seafront garden wall

Fig.30. Protect people & structures 02

01

04

03

Dune Protection

Embryonic 
Dune

Primary
Dune

Inter-dune
Valley

Secondary
Dune

Mature
Dune

Sea Beach Dune

Planted Forest:Dune Roads & Buildings

Dune Roads & Buildings

Forest
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- U R B A N I S A T I O N    &    T O U R I S M 

Pre-
Dune

Shelter

Tougher coniditions
- high salinity

- less nurtients
- less stable

- more exposed
- lack of water 

Less 
biodiverse

More 
biodiverse

Flora acts as sand barrier, accumulates sand and 
allows more stable conditions for other types of 
�ora to develop. Dunes are a natural barrier to 
marine erosion.

Tourism activity on the beaches, particularly during 
the summer competes with the need to protect 
dunes. 

Dune Restoration Projects 
(Almada Municipality 

initiative with citizens)

Forests planted to stop dunes and sands advancing 
inland. Acacia and pine forests used. 

Wind:
- blown sand
- erosion

Mobile Dune

More Vulnerable Less Vulnerable

Fixed Dune

High Tide

- Acacia (non-native) 
- Pine (native)

Embryonic 
Dune

Primary
Dune

Inter-dune
Valley

Secondary
Dune

Mature
Dune

Sea Beach Dune

Planted Forest:Dune Roads & Buildings

Dune Roads & Buildings

Forest

N A T U R A L     D U N E 

D U N E     S T U D Y  

H U M A N     A C T I V I T Y 
- F O R E S T 

H U M A N     A C T I V I T Y 
- U R B A N I S A T I O N    &    T O U R I S M 

Pre-
Dune

Shelter

Tougher coniditions
- high salinity

- less nurtients
- less stable

- more exposed
- lack of water 

Less 
biodiverse

More 
biodiverse

Flora acts as sand barrier, accumulates sand and 
allows more stable conditions for other types of 
�ora to develop. Dunes are a natural barrier to 
marine erosion.

Tourism activity on the beaches, particularly during 
the summer competes with the need to protect 
dunes. 

Dune Restoration Projects 
(Almada Municipality 

initiative with citizens)

Forests planted to stop dunes and sands advancing 
inland. Acacia and pine forests used. 

Wind:
- blown sand
- erosion

Mobile Dune

More Vulnerable Less Vulnerable

Fixed Dune

High Tide

- Acacia (non-native) 
- Pine (native)

Forests planted to stop dunes and sands 
advancing inland. Acacia and pine forests used.

‘Protect the Dunes’ SignInstallation of steps to protect dune form

Tourism activity on the beaches, particularly 
during the summer competes with the need to 
protect dunes.

FOREST

URBANISATION & TOURISM
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LOCAL SCALE - SEGUNDO TORRAO

The Ecology Today

‘The possibility of 
maintaining a habitat in 
Segundo Torrão would 
not be compromised, if 

protection structures are 
built to protect it from 

marine incursions and an 
early warning system is 

implemented.’53 

This was the outside 
crown! A sand bank 

where palm trees grew 
and lived in the second 

half of the century. 
Sailing around the 

mouth of the Tagus is 
very different now.52

RUI TABORDA

‘EL CAPITÃO’

Coastal Geologist

Local Fisherman
PROTECTION 
STRUCTURES

EARLY WARNING 
SYSTEM

Coastal Erosion Investigation

RESULTS

INFRA-GRAVITY WAVES

Preliminary results have indicated flooding events in 
Segundo Torrão are connected to a particular kind of wave:

04

03

02

01

COMMUNITY REQUEST
‘Second Torrão residents have ordered an investigation into the coastal 
erosion between Cova do Vapor and Trafaria’.54

PRESSURE SENSORS
Fig.34. With the support of local fishermen, the citizen science project 
team were able to locate pressure sensors in the river, which will 
help determine the cause of unexpected floods.

Wave Group

W
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Time

Bound Infragravity 
Wave

KEY
Beach NATO

Dune Urban

Pine Forest Water

52     Novos Decisores Ciências do Segundo 
Torrão, ‘Novos Decisores Ciencia’, 
(Facebook post, 16th November 2019).
53   Cão, João, interviewed by Alice 
Howland, 9th January 2020.

54    Novos Decisores Ciências do Segundo Torrão.

Fig. 33. 
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PARTICIPATION RESEARCH

Imagining the Future

SHARING PHOTOS
FIG.35 BIBLIOTECA DA TRAFARIA

THE WATER CITY
VISITOR IMPRESSION OF THE FUTURE

MEETINGS WITH ORGANISATIONS

Seeking Solutions

MEETING OF ORGANIZATIONS COASTAL GEOLOGY RESEARCH

CHANGES IN THE COASTLINE MEETING WITH ECOLOGISTS

28

29 01

31

Meeting of organizations working in 
Segundo Torrao. Sharing difficulties & 

looking for solutions

The Citizen Science Project team 
discussed changes in coastline

Meeting with all researchers to share 
and combine knowledge

Presentation and discussion of 
Baptiste’s coastal geology research

[14 September 2017]

[June  2019]

[June  2019]

[14 September 2017]

THE CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT DIARY
Kept and written by Project Coordinator, João Cão
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MITIGATE AND ADAPT TO GLOBAL SEA LEVEL RISE

Summary

Ensure the whole community are on board with adapting to new environmental 
conditions

The ecological strategies required to protect 
Segundo Torrão’s vulnerable community

A short-term solution to reduce vulnerability in Segundo Torrão’s residential structures
Implement Protection Structures & Early Warning System 

Provide a wave protection system that can protect the proposed floating houses
Find Ways to Mitigate Infra-Gravity Waves

How can floating architecture provide improved living conditions?

Raise Awareness of Possible Risks in Segundo Torrao

Find Ways to Adapt to the Rapidly Changing Coastline 

IMAGINING 2030
FIG.36 RESIDENTS IMPRESSION OF THE FUTURE
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WORKING GROUP V
E-FLOAT ARCHITECTURE

MISSION 
STATEMENT

Alice Howland’s interest in water-related architecture derived from 
her passion in water-based sports and experience of living in a 
town exposed to flood risk.

To provide 
resilient strategies 
for coastal 
communities 
exposed to climate 
change risk

06 INTEREST IN WATER-RELATED ARCHITECTURE

FOUNDERS BACKGROUND

ALICE HOWLAND
Founder and Chairwoman

ALICE HOWLAND
A R C H I T E C T S

Dinghy RacingSailing Instructor

Yacht Helm

Water Navigation

Childhood Home 
in Floodplain

Increased 
Flood Risk

Visit to Vietnam 
Floating Village

Water Taxi

Swimmer

Yacht Crew

Floating 
Typologies 
Amsterdam

AHA intends to develop building environmental 
standards, whilst mitigating and adapting to climate 
change. Particular attention is paid to rising sea 
levels and flooding. AHA’s previously completed 
projects demonstrate how architecture is capable of 
addressing these critical environment concerns.  The 
architectural practice continues to use participatory 
action and co-design research to push innovative 
solutions for coastal communities at risk. 

Segundo Torrão is no exception; by drawing 
conclusions from all working groups, it is possible 
to implement a design with a higher degree of 
originality, innovation and user value. 
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ALICE HOWLAND

The Team Published Reports

I would like to thank all members of the practice for making valuable and creative design 
contributions, to resolve some of the particular challenges of climate change.

STEPHEN GILBERT

RACHEL EDWARDS AIDEN WOODSLEAH ZHOU

SARAH ELLIS ADAM HAWKINS

Oversees a large majority of 
employees and projects

Oversees the entire office and 
welcomes new potential clients

In charge of running a number 
of projects within the office

In charge of Management 
and Administration

Overseeing projects using 
Quality control 

Represents our company and 
attends all client meetings

Managing Director

ArchitectSenior ArchitectAssociate

Director Associate Director ‘How Can Floating Architecture Provide an Alternative Way of 
Living with Climate Change Flood Risk in London’
Dissertation

CONCLUSIONS
‘Living in both permanent and temporary water communities… brings forward 
distinct elements of inclusion’52

‘Discussions with marine and canal residents demonstrate how a strong 
community aspect is enhanced when living afloat, which is otherwise absent in 
on land developments’53 

By Alice Howland

LIVING WITH THE
RIVER THAMES

3

4

9
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13

14
15

5
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7

8

1

2

16

17

18

19

20

16.  Exposure to waves in river
17.  Modern purpose-built houseboats
18.  Design continuity with on-land             

19.  Houseboats offset for ramp access
20. Smaller houseboats on the outside

Private residential areas

Marine Facilities : 

Key :

Other observations : 

1.  Private gated access
2.  River ferry pick up/drop off point
3.  CCTV monitored door
4.  Restaurant
5.  Swimming pool and sauna 
6. Resident’s gymnasium 
7. 24 hour concierge and security
8. Secure car park
9.  Bar and restaurant
10.  Outdoor bar seating area
11. Individual gated access
12.  CCTV monitored gated access
13. Waste refuge
14. Permanent electric hook-up
15. Permanent water supply

residential scheme 
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Fig.46:  Drawing of floating homes in Wandsworth Riverside Quarter

Numerous floating communities were investigated along the Thames and despite being exposed to 
similar river conditions, the amenities available to residents and the way floating communities are 
managed can vary. 

At Wandsworth Riverside Quarter, a range of navigable floating homes and purpose-built 
houseboats can be found on permanent moorings with ‘prices ranging from £850,000 to 
1.6million’.64 Prices are determined by the location on the mooring, with those most expensive in 
the centre. Additional ‘mooring and maintenance levy [at] approximately £5,000 per annum’65 is 
also enforced.  Houseboat specialist, Nigel Day, claims although houseboats in Wandsworth ‘are no 
more expensive to maintain than a period property’66, they are however ‘far cheaper per square 
foot than the equivalent house or flat.’67

Wandsworth Riverside have made a deliberate effort to give ‘the mooring a rather more uniform 
appearance than other communities along the Thames’68 by only permitting purpose-built 
houseboats that pursue ‘a similar size and appearance.’69 Research suggests how contemporary 
design and top-quality materials were implemented in an effort to compliment the adjacent on 
land residential development, which shares additional amenities (Fig.46) such as a ‘gymnasium, 
swimming pool… and secure car park.’70

Wandsworth Riverside Quarter

Fig.47:  Purpose-built floating home in Wandsworth with modern design Fig.48:  Adjacent floating home in Wandsworth with similar aesthetic

64    Rebecca Taylor, ‘The Life Aquatic: Inside the 
Incredible £1m+ Houseboats For Sale on the 
Thames’, Wandsworth Times, 2016, <https://www.
wandsworthguardian.co.uk/news/14379257.the-life-
aquatic-inside-the-incredible-1m-houseboats-for-sale-
on-the-thames/> [accessed 26 July 2019].

66    Rebecca Taylor, ‘The Life Aquatic: Inside the 
Incredible £1m+ Houseboats For Sale on the 
Thames’, Wandsworth Times, 2016, <https://www.
wandsworthguardian.co.uk/news/14379257.the-life-
aquatic-inside-the-incredible-1m-houseboats-for-sale-
on-the-thames/> [accessed 26 July 2019].

65    River Homes, quoted in Thames Festival Trust, 
‘Wandsworth Riverside Quarter, Prospect Quay’, 
Totally Thames, 2016, <https://thamesfestivaltrust.
org/our-work/heritage-programme/life-afloat/
wandsworth> [accessed 26 July 2019].

68    Totally Thames, ‘Wandsworth Riverside Quarter, 
Prospect Quay’, Thames Festival Trust, 2016, <https://
thamesfestivaltrust.org/our-work/heritage-programme/
life-afloat/wandsworth> [accessed 20 July 2019].

67    Ibid.

69    Ibid.
70    Ibid.
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Fig.44:  Tim found it quicker and easier to go to the shops and travel to work by boat. Free visitor moorings available for day parking by Kingston Bridge

Fig.40:  Journey to the shops by boat

Fig.43: Hand pulled winch ferry required to access island

Fig.42: Trowlock Island independant of Teddington, London

Fig.41:  Journey to the shops by walking, driving and using ferry
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Transport and Access between Angel and Camden

Fig.45:  With an abundance of access points to the canal and many transport options including walking, cycling, tube and rail, Alexis does not require a car.  Amenities on the canal are lacking in comparison to private moorings.
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Humber Keel in Thistleworth Marine - Suzanne and Christopher Dawson

Key: Location in London:

Living Space

Bedrooms

Bathroom Facilities

Outdoor Amenity

Key attributes:

Tidal

Private 
Mooring

Static

Purpose 
Built

Continously 
Cruising

Navigable

Converted

Non-Tidal

Fig.124: Thistleworth Marine on the tidal Thames

Fig.119: Standard kitchen and dining area with large rooflight

Fig.123: Large workshop and storage space

Fig.120: Living area with enough space for two standard sofas Fig.121: Utility room with washing facilities Fig.122: Standard bathroom facilities

1 2 3 4
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50
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Potential 
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Later Living
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Humber Keel in Thistleworth Marine - Suzanne and Christopher Dawson
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Fig.125: Suzanne and Christopher’s two storey converted Humber Keel in Thistleworth Marina, London

FIG. 37 THUMBNAILS FROM BOOK

52    Howland, Alice, ‘Living With The River Thames’, (Unpublished preliminary dissertation, University of Sheffield, 2019)
53     Howland, ‘Living with the River Thames’.
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Future Climates and Architecture

The future of Architecture and cities with respect to climate change

Alice Howland
180207811

FIG.38 THUMBNAILS FROM BOOKALICE HOWLAND ALICE HOWLAND

Published Reports Theoretical Research

‘The Future of Architecture and Cities 
with respect to Climate Change’
Optional Module

‘The long timeline of human history 
demonstrates that although the health
of humans has improved, the climate system 
around us is collapsing’.54

‘As this environmental disaster unfolds, 
architecture must also adapt and respond to 
the rapidly developing climate change’.56

‘A growing population and changes to our 
climate has put pressure on both human 
development and existence’.55

It is beneficial to ‘create scenarios to provide a 
narrative framework to help us plan and work 
with uncertain futures’.57

CONCLUSIONS

DIVERSION CANALS
SAVE LONDON AGAIN!

DIVERSION CANALS HAVE SAVED LONDON AGAIN
READ MORE:

More...

NEWS FROM YOUR WORLD volume 4· · · ·number 26 11 July 2120 Price: £7.20

BUSINESS

WORLD

WORLD

HEALTH

TECHNOLOGY

NEW 
i-GLASSES
OUT NOW!

PAGE 11

PAGE 15

PAGE 22

PAGE 5

PAGE 8

GLOBAL 
IMPACTS 
‘ACCELERATING’

HOW TO START 
UP A NEW 
BUSINESS?

NEW LONDON 
FLOATING 
TRANSPORT

GLOBAL WARMING  ·  MOST WANTED POP SONGS 2120  ·  FLOODS  ·
GUITAR CONTEST  ·  SUSTAINABILITY FESTIVAL  ·  BEST NEW ACT · 
POLLUTION THREAT  ·  CLIMATE CHANGE  ·  TECHNOLOGY ADVANCE  

The failure of the Thames Flood Barrier 
following the major North Sea flood in 
2064, forced over 900,000 people to be 
evacuated from the city. Over 200,000 
homes were flooded in London, leaving 
thousands displaced and 7,040 people 
dead. The Tower of London, Houses 
of Parliament and National Theatre 
continues to undergo water damage 
restoration, 56 years later. 

“The major effects of climate change, 
including an increase in storm surges 
and rising sea levels, was inevitably 
going to put too much pressure on the 
Thames Flood barrier, which continued 
to operate 34 years after its life 
expectancy” says London house boat 
resident, Chris Wells. 

The 2064 flood initiated new mitigation 
and adaption strategies to protect 
the city from similar events of climate 
change. London’s Environment Agency 
proposed a series of modern diversion 
canals including the newly constructed 
Oxford Cove which links Marble Bridge 
to Tottenham Court Channel.

David Hunt, Executive Manager of the 
Environment Agency explains “These 
canals, designed to mitigate the effects 
of flooding by redirecting excess water, 
have since replaced a large number 
of roads in London, and will continue 
to extend their territories as sea levels 
rise.”

An unexpected storm surge earlier this 
week was predicted to have displaced 
over 400,000 residents in London, 
however David explained “numerous 
diversion canals across the city 
mitigated flood risk and allowed London 
to continue operating as usual”. 

Deputy Mayor for transport, Jane 
Clark declared “The new collection of 
London’s floating transport, released 
in 2100, is yet to be disrupted by the 
impact of flood risk.” Transport for 
London have also recognised that “the 
level of greenhouse gases has been cut 
by more than 70% in terms of transport 
emissions” as a result of many people 
and goods being transported on 
sustainable water taxis.

This expansion of waterways has also 
led to an increase in the number of 
floating architecture in London. The 
floating Levitate Theatre, which finished 
construction on the Royal Docks earlier 
this month, is able to adapt to tidal 
fluctuations on the Thames, and provide 
solutions to a shortage of land space in 
London.

Diversion canals as a new Climate 
Change mitigation and adaption 
strategy has provided a sustainable 
solution to the threat of flooding caused 
by climate change. An increase in the 
number of people living and travelling 
on water has provided an additional 
benefit of significantly reduced levels of 
greenhouse gas emissions.

“The new collection of London’s floating transport, 
released in 2100, is yet to be disrupted by the 

impact of flood risk.” Deputy Mayor for London Transport

University Campus on ‘lockdown’ page 26  ·  Viewpoint page 10  ·  Vanessa Corton performs at Legends page 15   ·  London Swimming Finals page 32  ·

Laura Carter

Steve Martin 

Jeffrey Taylor

Jessica Turner

Robert Barker & Richard Couttes

Doug Saunders Koen Olthuis and David Keuning Herbert Dreiseitl and Dieter Grau Horst Stopp and Peter Stangfield

BACA Architects Lisa Baker Kelly Shannon & Bruno De Meulder
AQUATECTURE

ARRIVAL CITY FLOAT! NEW WATERSCAPES FLOATING ARCHITECTURE

THE LIFE PROJECT BUILT ON WATER WATER URBANISMS EAST

Assesses the relationship between water 
and buildings, and the effectiveness of 

waterfront design

Discusses the notion of mass rural to 
urban migration. Global investigation for 

successful arrival cities.

Explores floating strategies that 
respond to urban congestion and 

climate change. 

Investigates how water can be utilised as 
a creative feature in a city.

Identifies how floating structures can 
transform existing settlements exposed 

to flood risk.

Indicates how flood-risk management 
and sustainable development can work in 

unison

An overview of a range of concepts in 
existing floating architecture.

Communicates the growing challenges of 
water in cities and landscapes

54    Howland, Alice, ‘Future Climates and Architecture’, (Unpublished preliminary 
dissertation, University of Sheffield, 2019)
55     Howland, ‘Future Climates and Architecture’.
56     Howland, ‘Future Climates and Architecture’.
57     Howland, ‘Future Climates and Architecture’.
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IN RELATION TO PROPOSED SITE A DENSE INFORMAL NEIGHBOURHOOD

North Almada Coastline Segundo Torrao

COVA DO VAPOR

SEGUNDO 
TORRAO

PROPOSED 
SITE

TRAFARIA

Existing Community : 3500 residents living adjacent to the NATO PontoonProposed Site Phase 1 is North of the Segundo Torrao coastline
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& NATO PONTOON

Segundo Torrao

Section through main street of Segundo Torrao with NATO pontoon in elevation
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SEGUNDO TORRAO
1.5000

SEGUNDO TORRAO MATERIAL STUDY

Existing Site

Concrete Rendered Block 
Work

Painted Render Red Breeze Block Work

Painted Block Work

Glass Block/Brick Screening 
with Timber Frame

Stone Block Effect Concrete 
Render and WIndow Reveals, 
with Steel Cross Security Bars

Wrought Iron Decorative Gate 
Panel

Wrought Iron Bars 
Securing Window

Painted Render

Zinc Cladding

Corrugated Rood Panels, 
beware of Asbestos!

Segundo Torrao : Section through the neighbourhood below
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EXPLORING THE SITE

Walking Methodology
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RESIDENTIAL BUILDING SKILLS

MULTI-USE TOOLS

TYPICAL OF AN INFORMAL SETTLEMENT

Self-Build Process of Building a Shack

1 2 3 4 5

6

1311 1412

15 16 1817

7 8 9

10

•  Cement Trowel •  Digging Hoe •  Saw •  Spade •  Mixing Barrel •  Safety Helmet •  Safety Shoes

•  Weight

•  Safety Goggles •  Overalls •  Ruler

•  Hammer •  Sledge Hammer •  Ruler •  Cement Mixer •  Rubbish Bin •  Sun Shade •  Sun Shades •  High Vis Vest •  Guide
•  Level •  Sweep •  Guide •  Litter Picker •  Stool

1.  Acquire a plot of land and construct a boundary fence

2.  Source any available materials.

3.  Establish network of connections to widen skill-set / 
widen construction methods.

4.  Optional: Dig land to approx. 50cm to construct 
foundations. NB. Additional help and expertise required.

5.  Erect walls to construct a basic shelter for yourself.

6.  Family friends join and bring increased capital.

7.  Build extension to home by extending corridor to add 
new rooms that work with the existing layout. NB: Two 
different roof materials correspond to different internal 
finishes and represent initial lack of resources and access 
to materials.

8.  Acquire more robust materials for additional 
construction. 

9.  Upgrade from a wooden shack to a brick wall house. 
NB: Lay the bricks from the inside using the wood walls 
as support as a ‘bricklayers line’, will also protect built 
form from municipal surveyors looking to proceed with 
demolition on fixed or permanent shacks.

10.  Apply plaster work on the inside, and then the 
outside. 

11.  Paint the exterior from one of the colour pantones 
typically chosen by the residents.

12.  Dig a deep cestpit with a spade – possibly part of 
wider network that is divided up, each part for a different 
house. Create little holes directly into the earth, put in 
large exhaust pipe and cover with a concrete slab.

13.  Illegally tape electricity from local source.

14.  Optional: Build a secondary floor extension on 
existing rooftop and repeat previous construction steps 
carried out at ground floor. NB: Structural stability 
required at ground floor.

15.  Begin with  internal adornments.

16.  Optional: offer up some leftover space to incoming 
migrants to ease stresses and facilitate first set-up of 
settlements. NB: Risk of over-densification.

17.  Continue to share your acquired skills and expertise 
with your network of connections.

18. Additional neighbourhood steps: 
-Establishing collective amenities such as communal 
wells
- Opening of streets from pathways
- Devising a system of street names and house numbers

Fig. 39. Segundo Torrao Residents self-building their properties
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> Bairro da Encarnação (casas económicas) - Paulino Montez, 1940.45 

 

SOCIAL HOUSING PRECEDENTS IN PORTUGAL UNDERSTANDING ORGANIC EXPANSION

Lessons Learned Neighbourhood Development

02

01

01

02

INFORMAL

FORMAL

Segundo 
Torrao

Trafaria

Informal DevelopmentFormal Development

Fig.40. Bairro da Encarnacao - ‘Embodiment District’

Fig.42. Symmetrical neighbourhood Fig.43. Residents caring for their property Organic positioning of pre-fab housesLong Repetition of standardised houses

Fig.41. PRODAC - ‘Lisbon’s self-built PRODAC neighborhood’
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SUPPORTING SELF- ORGANISING COMMUNITIES 

New Re-housing Strategy

By encouraging the community to self-organise, and demonstrate this 
through action, the government are more likely to continue supporting the 
community.  Subsequent to the state offering responsibility (by providing 
the necessary infrastructure for a community build), Segundo Torrão are 
able to take control (with freedom to develop their own community in a way 
that suits their personal needs). 

AHA will be designing an exemplar housing typology, a construction 
warehouse and all necessary infrastructure required to kick start a self-build 
community. The warehouse will include a skills centre where residents can 
learn how to build their homes to a sufficient standard.  The design proposal 
will have an intentional irregularity to it, to enable the community to develop 
their neighbourhood themselves. 

HOW CAN THE COMMUNITY BE SUPPORTED IN MAKING 
A TRANSITION TO FLOATING ARCHITECTURE? 

Infrastructure
PROVIDED BY THE STATE

A toolkit for the 
community to self-build 

3500 homes

Floating jetty to provide 
pedestrian and cycle 
access to homes

Ample boat parking for 
commuting and family 

transportation

A new and extendable 
Residents Association 

building

Wave energy buffer to 
protect neighbourhood 
and generate energy

Plenty of public outdoor 
amenity space  suchs as 

a park & pool

Educational workshops 
that provide residents 
necessary skills to build

Waterway infrastructure 
for navigation and boat 

access

A new ferry terminal 
to better connect the 
neighbourhood

A construction 
warehouse with all 

necessary equiptment

Improved waste 
infrastructure for 

residents & sea pollution

Water purification 
systems and access to 

drinking water
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Sense of Scale

CLASS A

33M2 43M2 52M2

NUMBER OF PEOPLE 1

33M2 43M2 52M2

2 3

MINIMUM AREA

CLASS B
NUMBER OF PEOPLE 2

62M2 67M2 81M2

3 4

MINIMUM AREA

81M2
67M262M2

1. 2. 4.3.Homes for 3500 people at the same scale and density as 
the existing Segundo Torrao community. Between two and 
ten people live in each unit. 

Homes for 3500 people that comply with Portugals 
minimum social housing dimension standards. This 
example shows four bed family units. 

Quinta da CalçadaSegundo Torrao PRODAC Bairro Da Encarnacao

1500 Homes for approximately 3000 people in Bairro Da 
Encarnacao. This development provides a large amount of 
public space.

88 Self-built homes to house 560 people. Built with an 
average of 300 participating residents. 

EXISTING
PORTUGAL MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR 

SOCIAL HOUSING:

PRECEDENT PRODAC ENCARNACAOMINIMUM STANDARD - 4 BED

FOR A 3500 POPULATION
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SELF BUILD FLOATING COMMUNITY

Initial Ideas

1. 2. 3. 4.Create a break to slow down the oncoming waves from the sea and river. Capture 
and utilise wave power

Trap washed up sea pollution and transport to independent waste management 
infrastructure

Pedestrianise the NATO Pontoon and provide a new ferry terminal with direct links 
to Trafaria & Lisbon.

State to provide construction warehouse in a  position with access to onshore & 
offshore transportation.
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SELF BUILD FLOATING COMMUNITY

Initial Ideas

5. 6. 7. 8.Provide initial infrastructure, inclusive of paths, electricity, water, boat parks, public 
space, waste. Connect to existing community

Install new public realm with views across the river to Lisbon. This will replace the 
soon to be flooded beach

Offer workshops that teach  residents  how to self-build their property. Oversee the 
residents delivery of the project.

As sea levels rise, pull the construction warehouse back towards the land and 
continue the rehousing process.
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Construction Warehouse Community Build

Plant / Services / Toilets

Onshore 
Delivery

Goods 
Store

Casting 
Foundation

Secondary 
Structure Services

External 
Cladding‘Offsite 

Construction’

Self-Build School

Store

Construction 
Workshops

Casting 
Foundations

Boat 
Store

School

Waste

Low
ering into
 W
ater

Secondary 
Structure

Services

External 
Cladding

Pedestrian Route and Wave Defence

Waste Collection

Jetty Infrastructure

INITIAL IDEAS PROGRAM CONSTRUCTION WAREHOUSE
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FOLLOWING THE DIRECTION OF WATER

Phasing Strategy

1
2

3

1

1
2

3

4

1
2

1
2

3

4

5

1
2

3

4

5
6

PROPOSAL

Extreme Scenario

Phase 6: A four degree temperature rise and 8.9m sea level rise will provide opportunities for the community to extend backwardsPhase 6 - Four Degree RisePhase 5 - Three Degree RisePhase 4 - One Degree Rise

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
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FLOATING CITIES WITH VOLUNTARY GOVERNANCE

Case Study I
THE SEASTEADING INSTITUTE, WORLDWIDE

CRITICAL REFLECTION CRITICAL REFLECTION

Proposed self-sufficient and unregulated 
cities. 

Working at such a large scale for an alternative 
model for governance could cause problems. 
A 300 unit experiment would be a useful test. 

These independant floating “countries” 
supposedly offer freedom in politics, science 
and technology. 

City is built as a modular system in the form of 
rectangles and pentagonals. This would allow 
residents to be flexible and reconfigure their 
buildings.

Material: Reinforced concrete platforms. 
Studies show this should support a three 
storey building.

Difficult to understand how mobility within the 
community is addressed. 

HALONG BAY FISHING VILLAGE

Case Study I
FLOATING COMMUNITY, VIETNAM

Small fishing village, surrounded by a rocky 
terrain that protects the community from the 
occasionally harsh elements. WIthout this, the 
community could not exist. 

All residents have access to a boat, to be able 
to reach the mainland city to exchange goods 
and buy produce. Therefore, the community 
cannot sustain itself.

Although primarily a fishing community, the 
residents also gain from tourist income

Material: 200 Litre steel oil drum acts as 
a floating device. Local timber or bamboo 
planks. Connected together with rope or nails. 
Despite technical advancements in floating 
design, materials may not have changed to 
add value in tourism.

After 50 years, the community is still of high 
cultural value despite an increase in rural to 
urban migration.
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Case Study III

CRITICAL REFLECTION CRITICAL REFLECTION

PRE-FABRICATED AMPHIBIOUS HOUSE
BACA ARCHITECTS, LONDON

Modular & prefabricated amphibious housing

Prefabricated construction provides affordable 
housing and minimal disturbance to the site. 
However once construction is completed, 
there is no allowance to adapt & extend.

This approach does provide a high density of 
housing in a short time-frame. This could be 
beneficial for large commuinties in need of  
quick affordable housing. 

Design principles: Space efficiency, split level 
layout, terraced private amenity space. Good 
use of underwater space with small windows 
at high level. 

Material: Floating concrete foundations (40 
tonnes) lifted and placed in the water before 
building walls. 

Designed to be moored in London’s canals with 
calm water. It is not clear whether this typology 
could withstand more aggresive environments

ENERGY POSITIVE FLOATING VILLA
VANOMMEREN-ARCHITECTEN, THE NETHERLANDS

Case Study IV

The floating home produces more energy than 
it consumes. How this additional energy could 
be used is an exciting prospect. 

A heat pump generates energy from the 
variation in water and indoor temperature. 
This is located in the concrete hull. PV-panels 
on the roof also provide additional energy. 
Beneficial to generate green energy, but could 
a more sustainable material be used instead 
of concrete?

Split level rooms with lower spaces below 
water level.

Material: Zinc facade, with aluminium, steel, 
woods, glass and steel. Good use of tactile 
materials to prevent slipping. Rolling shutters 
also provide solar shading if required.
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NEXT STEPS

Summary

Provide innovative floating solutions that avoid contributing to global warming

How can floating architecture provide an enhanced resettlement program 
for the informal residents of Segundo Torrão, whilst mitigating and 
adapting to climate change flood risk? 

To offer flexible or adaptable dwellings and construction opportunities for residents
Implement a Self-build Rehousing Strategy

In order to facilitate growth, supply a toolkit that will include among other things an 
examplar housing typology, construction warehouse and skills centre

Provide Adequate Infrastructure for a Community Build

Harness sustainable power and create an energy positive community

Mitigate and Adapt to Climate Change Flood Risk

Find Sustainable Solutions for Self-Sufficient Energy

PHASE 1

Floating Community

A community transitioning to floating architecture
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07 WORKING GROUP VI
E-FLOAT ENGINEERING

A renowned and reputed engineering practice who 
specialise in floating architecture and marine services

Structure

Water Characteristics

Comfort

Seakeeping

One Storey

E-Float have worked alongside Alice Howland 
Architect’s across a number of residential floating 
projects worldwide. Director Greg Gillespie had over 
20 years experience in the ship industry, before 
adapting his specialism to floating architecture and 
establishing his practice in 2009. Greg believes there 
are many parallels between boat building and modern 
architecture, inclusive of technology and materials. 
This has enabled floating developments to quickly 
develop and become increasingly popular. 

The limited funding allocated for existing Almada 
social housing has mostly resulted in low-cost 
materials with very little performance benefits. 

Segundo Torrao is located in an industrial district, 
with Lisbon city across the river and large amounts 
of agriculture further afield. This provides many 
options for low cost, natural and waste materials. 
This project will look into ways of reusing local, 
unwanted materials to benefit the buildings 
performance whilst minimising pollution on a 

regional scale. 

The ‘Music Therapy Building’ offers passive 
technological strategies, and integrates local 

sheeps wool insulation, photovoltaics in the green 
roof and ground source heat pumps.

Specific Personal Technology Approach
OUTLINE OF OUR SPECIFIC APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY   

Personal Technology Interests Studio Technology Interests

Collaborative and 
Participatory Design with 

End Users

Flexible Architecture 
for an Adaptable & 
Sustainable Future

Floating Self-Build Social Housing
Main Project Theme:

Facilitating a Transition 
into a Low Carbon 

Economy

Adaptation Strategies 
that Deal with Global 

Warming

Taking on a ‘Fabric First’ 
Approach to Energy 

Reduction

Climate Change Flood 
Risk Mitigation and 

Adaptation

How can building technology adapt 
and mitigate to the climate change 
flood risk imposed on the Segundo 

Torrao community?

‘If dykes or levees no longer offer reliable 
protection, a new culture of building by and 

living with the water is necessary.’1

Fig. 1. Marlies Rohmer Architecten : 75 Floating Homes, IJburg Fig. 2.  Deltasync & Public Domain Architects: The Floating Pavilion, Rotterdam Fig. 3. The Seasteading Institute: Floating Island - Phase III, French Polynesia Fig. 4. Walter’s Way: The Self-Build Revolution, 1960 Fig. 5. MawsonKerr Architects : Music Therapy Centre

 How can technology creatively 
harness the abundance of 

renewable energy surrounding 
Portugal’s coastline to provide 
a carbon positive  housing 

development?

How can building technology engage 
local communities by offering 

flexibility that allows residents to 
adapt their new homes themselves?

How can technology take advantage 
of limited budgets in social housing, 
by applying local renewable and 

recyclable materials?

How can technology help towards 
supporting a predominantly 

self-sustaining floating community?

The Segundo Torrao community are already 
facing issues with flood risk, with some buildings 
positioned within a five metre proximity of the 
coastline.  The IPCC reports that with climate 

change, the number of ‘intense storms will more 
likely than not increase’2 and ‘it is very likely that 
sea level will rise in… 95% of the ocean area’3. As 
a result, this current flooding situation will only 

deteriorate and residents would be forced to move.   

Floating buildings will enable the community to 
remain in the same location,  whilst avoid any 
future damage caused by storms and the ocean.

Portugal’s warm climate and the proposed site’s 
position out on the water provides an abundance 
of renewable energy in the form of wave power, 

solar power and wind power. 

Therefore similarly to ‘The Floating Pavilion’, the 
buildings electricity and heating systems will be 
able to rely on this renewable energy in areas of 

the buildings that specifically require it.

The  technology required to harness this energy 
must be designed creatively and in a way that 

does not have too much visual impact on the low 
lying residential site. 

Segundo Torrao are currently obtaining  water 
and electricity free of charge from the state. This 
situation is very likely to change, and the informal 
residents have concerns over the cost of these 
services. As well as generating renewable energy 
for power in their homes, the project will also 

adopt water purification technology. 

The Seasteading Institute4 , designers of 
self-sustaining floating cities, have proposed 

generating energy through a combination of wave, 
solar, wind and biofuel. This is said to be cost 
effective at smaller scales however this scheme 
is yet to be tested. It proposes water purification 
using seaweed and floating vertical farms and 
aquaculture to provide fresh produce. There is 
potential to develop this approach in my project.

Proposed is a self-build residential typology, 
which will include the toolkit and guidelines for 
residents to construct their homes themselves. 
By reducing the labour costs in social housing 
developments, residents are able to have more 
personal creativity, whilst funding goes towards 

more durable and sustainable materials. 

As the construction skills of informal residents 
are limited we must learn from vernacular 

architecture, which has been developed prior to 
the Industrial Revolution. Architect Walter Segal 
successfully promoted a self-build method in the 
1960s for people without construction skills to 
design and build their own homes rapidly at low 
cost, using renewable materials in standard sizes.5
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17 See page 52 in manifesto for a 1.5 degree flood extent covering pine forests
18 Stocker, ‘Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth 
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’, p.4. 
19 Richard Fitton cited in Joanne O’Connell, ‘Insulating your home? Try recycled materials from curtains to carpets’, The Guardian, < https://
www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2014/apr/24/insulation-home-recycled-materials-curtains-carpets-reduced-energy-bills> [accessed 1st 
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20 Manuel Luís Tibério and Francisco Diniz, ‘Sheep and Goat Production in Portugal: A Dynamic View’, Scientific Research Open Research, 
<https://www.scirp.org/Html/5-7200736_46913.htm>, [accessed 2nd February].
21 Manuel Luís Tibério and Francisco Diniz, ‘Sheep and Goat Production in Portugal: A Dynamic View’, Scientific Research Open Research, 
<https://www.scirp.org/Html/5-7200736_46913.htm>, [accessed 2nd February].
22Manuel Luís Tibério and Francisco Diniz, ‘Sheep and Goat Production in Portugal: A Dynamic View’, Scientific Research Open Research, 
<https://www.scirp.org/Html/5-7200736_46913.htm>, [accessed 2nd February].

Project Specific Precepts of Sustainable Design
01 02 03 04 05
EMPOWER LOCAL COMMUNITIES TO FULFILL THEIR 
SHARED ASPIRATIONS THROUGH DESIGN

DESIGN FOR COMMUNITY RESILIENCE AND 
ADAPTABILITY IN THE FACE OF UNPREDICTABLE 
CHANGES

MINIMISE OVERHEATING - USE ORIENTATION, NATURAL 
VENTILATION, THERMAL STORAGE & SHADING WHERE 
APPROPRIATE

USE RENEWABLE ENERGY WHERE APPROPRIATE - 
INCLUDE PASSIVE MEANS SUCH AS SOLAR GAIN

USE RENEWABLE MATERIALS WHERE APPROPRIATE, 
ENSURING THEY CAN BE REPLACED

I am very interested in the participatory SAAL strategies previously used in Portugal’s Prodac 
Social Housing Project.6 I believe taking this approach is crucial when dealing with vulnerable 
informal communities such as Segundo Torrao. Participatory design can provide end 
users with more desired outcomes and lead to a more confident and resilient community. 
Accordingly, this project has taken on inclusive and collaborative design processes by involving 
all working groups7, including end users (community), from the very beginning. 

This design project will propose self-build or custom-build residential dwellings, that offers 
residents flexibility in choosing materials, layout and the proportion of their homes. This could 
be in the form of terraced houses, where party walls are already fixed in place, or alternatively 
one-off residential houses. Whilst terraced houses can improve energy efficiency and 
maximise a site by increasing density, the design strategies must follow residents aspirations in 
supporting flexibility and organic growth. 

The residential homes will also use floating technology to permit residents aspirations to 
remain in the same location. A floating typology also eradicates the fears of current housing 
being damaged by the increasing number of storms and rising sea levels.8 Deciding on the 
extent of service and assistance provided is something this project will continue to develop in 
the future. The floating ‘road’ infrastructure will supply some formal structure, with access to 
water and electricity services stored underneath. This suggests a design benefit for having a 
fixed structure in the floating foundation of each residential building for successful connection 
to these services.

Although concrete is considered harmful to the environment, when used in the correct context it can offer 
many technological and environmental benefits for effective sustainable development.  These benefits 
include resource efficiency, fire resistance, durability (minimal maintenance), excellent thermal mass and 
most importantly in this projects instance, its remarkable resilience to water and ability to withstand extreme 
weather events.  Above all, concrete holds an incredible life-span. If a building is no longer required in one 
particular area, the floating foundation can simply be moved to another location, connected as an extension 
to another dwelling or be re-appropriated into a different use. Demolition is not required. 

Upon researching floating residential buildings, it appears most houseboats today implement reinforced 
concrete foundations which demand far less maintenance than other materials. The increasing interest of 
floating buildings has called for new development in larger floating foundations. Sandwich construction 
which combines prefabricated concrete and polystyrene foam has enabled the construction of floating 
cities that span hundreds of metres in size. Other examples of smaller jetties use ‘bubble deck’9 which works 
by pouring concrete over empty pockets of air. This works similarly to an ‘I’ beam where you only need 
strength in certain places. This project aims to test various bubble deck grid structures, to develop a floating 
foundation that provides equal balance and the strength required to support its additional structure above. 

Many variations of ecological concrete are also available, such as PFA and carbon capture which allegedly 
‘significantly reduce[s] the embodied carbon content of concrete, making [it] more environmentally friendly’.10 
For this particular site, it would be achievable to obtain waste material from nearby industrial power stations, 
however as the concrete foundation will be mostly underwater, little can be achieved in capturing carbon 
from the air. This project will explore various ecological concrete options and understand how durable and 
successful they are underwater. 

Additionally, in order to adapt to tidal fluctuations and sea level rise, buildings must be able to move vertically 
with the tide. The NATO Pontoon offers a secure platform to drive additional piles through the water into 
the ground which connect to floating infrastructure. The houses would then be attached to floating pathway 
pontoons for pedestrian access and connection to services. A wave defence on the west side of the pontoon 
will also be necessary to help protect the community from the problematic infra-gravity waves and storms.11

Despite the sites location facing the cooling winds of the Atlantic Ocean, Almada has a warm 
climate with ‘an average temperature of 21 °C for the year’.12 This temperature will increase to 
25 °C  when addressing the phase eight extreme scenario of a 4 degree temperature rise.13 As 
funding is limited for social housing, the installation of air-conditioning units is unlikely, therefore 
passive cooling and adaptive comfort is essential in this project. The golden rules for this self-build 
floating community would be natural ventilation, thermal mass and solar shading. 

The concrete floating foundations will provide excellent thermal mass which can ‘provide summer 
cooling of 3-5°C’14 and decrease ‘winter heating demand by up to 32%’.15 The thermal mass will 
be combined with protected overnight ventilation to provide thermal comfort all year round; Any 
stored heat must be able to escape in summer to avoid overheating. Increasing the number of 
terraced dwellings in the  masterplan will maximise space efficiency and reduce the amount of heat 
loss in winter. 

One-off houses and top-storey dwellings are particularly at risk of overheating due to full exposure 
of solar radiation. It is imperative these dwellings are dual aspect to allow for natural cross-
ventilation. Residents must also be able to manually open and close their windows and operate 
shutters or louvers. Fortunately, the site offers an abundance of clean and natural sea-breeze 
ventilation. 

Although the project aims to provide residents the flexibility in developing their community, it is 
essential to provide the road and path infrastructure to ensure the positioning of each dwelling 
obtains two orientation aspects. As it is possible for some residents to choose small  single-aspect 
dwellings, these units must be positioned in a 6m jetty plot facing within 30° east or west of south. 
As there will be zero north facing units, external horizontal solar shading above windows will be 
required for all dwellings.

One objective for the community was to reduce or eliminate electricity and water bills, with 
concerns for being able to afford this service pronounced.16 This project aims to support this 
ambition by becoming a predominantly self-sustaining community. Given the site’s location on 
Portugal’s warm climate coastline, it is possible for this project to generate substantial renewable 
energy from tidal, wave, wind and solar power. Any excess power generated can be sent back to 
grid, benefiting the Almada council client. 

Heat pumps will run off the aforementioned renewable energy to provide a zero carbon 
community. Using the sea as a heater source also presents benefits of a high thermal capacity, 
especially as the sea in Portugal is only somewhat colder in winter. The site would house a number 
of central power plant facilities that pumps district heat between each defined plot. All services 
provided will be located under the fixed pontoon infrastructure and will connect to each dwelling 
to supply hot water and electricity. Development that extends past phase eight could then look into 
recycling house organic and non-organic waste for construction, composting and growing. 

As Almada is exposed to a great deal of north westerly wind, wind power could provide a 
substantial energy source. In response to the low-lying proposed development and site, this project 
will implement vertical axis wind turbines on top of the NATO pontoon where wind energy is better 
concentrated. Vertical axis is more successful in locations such as coastlines with varying wind 
directions. In addition to generating electricity, the technology will also act as a barrier and mediate 
the wind for residential homes. 

An additional energy source would be harnessing wave power through floating or fixed 
installations. This technology would additionally act as a wave defence to protect the floating 
community. This project aims to test various technology wave power installations to provide 
sufficient protection from infra-gravity waves whilst offering an aesthetically engaging and sensitive 
design for the nearby residents.

Although the floating concrete foundation will be permanent, the remainder of building 
technology must allow for adaptability, flexibility and re-use. Surrounding the site is a large 
density of pine forests on low-lying land. IPCC reports suggest it is likely these trees will begin to 
be flooded17 ‘between 2030 and 2052 if [global warming] continues to increase at this current 
rate (high confidence)’.18 This project will therefore use pine timber as the primary frame structure 
that sits on top of the floating concrete foundation. Greenery on the roof and the provision of 
public amenity space will replace lost biodiversity and continue capturing carbon. Timber is not 
to be used on the ground flooring as this will prevent underfloor heating and thermal mass to 
radiate through. Instead, bare concrete or off-cuts of local Portugese ceramics will be used for 
flooring instead. Aesthetics of flooring will be down to the choice of self-build residents however 
guidelines of using concrete, stone or ceramic must be enforced to allow for heating benefits. 

The project seeks to provide better performing insulation within the same funding budget as 
other local examples of social housing. Therefore, residents will utilise one of the many low cost 
renewable insulation materials that can be obtained in the local region. (See resource map p.3.)

Portugal is the largest cork producer in the world and therefore off-cuts could offer a locally 
sourced insulation material. Cork is a thermal insulator and would therefore not be useful on the 
lower ground concrete floor as it will stop heat passing through. Instead cork could be used within 
the upper floors or walls. Lisbon city also offers recycled newspaper and waste textiles including 
clothes, carpets and curtains. Although these materials will need to be treated, ‘insulating a home 
on a retrofit [can reduce] the property’s heating demand by nearly two-thirds’.19 

The primary insulation material offered to the community is sheep’s wool. Portugal is home to 
52,000 sheep farms20 which is ‘mainly orientated to meat production’.21 50% of the total number of 
sheep are located in the Alentejo region22, which is immediately south of the site’s Setúbal region. 
These figures clearly demonstrate a large amount of wasted local sheep’s wool which has the 
potential to be utilised as a natural and sustainable way to insulate floating homes. Other benefits 
of sheep’s wool include excellent sound insulation and natural fire-resistant properties.

PROJECT SPECIFIC QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:  

- What technology will the residential buildings use to float?

- How can buildings adapt to the increasing climate change sea level rise and flood risk?

- Could local, low cost and natural resources  provide superior buildings materials?

- How to minimise overheating in the warm climate of Portugal?

- How to harness the natural energy power surrounding the Segundo Torrao site?

- How to empower the Segundo Torrao community and offer them flexibility and adaptability 
in their homes?
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Site Specific Technology Issues: Existing & Proposed
SITE OVERVIEW

The self-build floating community project is located on the north coastline of Almada, Portugal. Phase 1 site is situated directly in front of the existing Segundo Torrao community, 
on an existing body of water where the river meets the sea. The project intends to transition the existing community to floating architecture. The site is fully exposed to sun, high 
winds and swell, whilst additionally lacking suitable transport access. Overall the site is an acoustically protected site as a result of pine forests, however noise is evident during 
typical working hours from the nearby Silo Factory.  

KEY
Sun Path

Proposed Site

Proposed Ferry
Pathways
Main Roads
Track Roads

WATER DEPTH (2M CONTOURS) TOPOGRAPHIC STUDY (2M CONTOURS)

When designing a floating community, the depth of water must be considered to decipher requirements for piles that support floating infrastructure. As this project follows a 
phasing strategy, it is important to consider these depths will increase by 8.9 metres following a global 4 degree temperature rise.23 The existing NATO Pontoon will be acting as 
the primary defence to strong winds and waves. Therefore the piles and NATO pontoon must be able to adapt by allowing for additional extensions following global rising sea 
levels predictions.  It is also important to consider occupant safety when designing floating infrastructure; Connections from pontoons to dwellings must be securely fastened 
and avoid gaps.  
The low lying and gently undulating terrain suggests it will not be long until all the Segundo Torrao houses and a large proportion of pine forests that surrounds them are flooded. 
Climate change predictions suggest once we have reached a 4 degree temperature rise, sea levels will have increased by 8.9 metres.24
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SOLAR ANALYSIS

CONCLUSION
With a large vacant body of water as the proposed site, it is evident there is 
minimum to zero overshadowing across the entire area. However, there is evidence 
of little overshadowing from the NATO pontoon in the afternoon. All future 
development on this site will be fully exposed to sunlight throughout the day which 
means there is high risk of overheating. Careful design considerations such as solar 
shading devices are required to stabilise indoor temperatures and provide comfort 
for residents. As ‘global warming is likely to reach 1.5°C between 2030 and 2052’25,  
it is also important to consider the natural ventilation and shading required for this 
future environment. 

The existing Segundo Torrao community is very densely populated which suggests, 
without infrastructure guidance, residents would try and recreate these dark narrow 
alleyways. Whilst this helps to keep the houses cool, the infrastructure put in place 
must space buildings accordingly to help avoid too much overshadowing and 
provide ‘right to light’ to each home.  

With high levels of sun all year round and little overshadowing, the site offers 
the possibility of utilising solar energy for heating and electricity. Low levels of 
precipitation days suggests purifying water from the sea would be more beneficial. 

The design project’s primary response is to global sea level increase which is the community’s major concern as it puts residents at risk of eviction. The coastal neighbourhood’s position 
on a low-lying and gently undulating terrain suggests changes to the coastline will occur rapidly. With an inevitable 1.5 degree temperature rise, the sea level is predicted to rise by 2.9 
metres, which will cover most of Segundo Torrao. With no changes to carbon levels and a 4 degree  temperature rise, the global sea level could increase by 8.9 metres, which would 
completely engulf all the beaches and dunes in Almada. Buildings will need to adapt to this new environmental condition in order to allow residents to remain in the same location. 

Almada coastline has already experienced a number of major flood events and 
some beach houses have been pulled inland using cows. Storms and high tides 
have damaged building structures, broken sanitation pipes and pushed water 
through residents toilets. New design must avoid this from happening again. 
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23 See page 55 in manifesto for more information. 
24 Benjamin Strauss, ‘The Crisis: Seal Level Rise’, Before the Flood,  <https://www.beforetheflood.com/explore/the-crisis/sea-level-rise/> [accessed 2nd February].
25 Stocker, ‘Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’, p.4.
26 Surf-Forecast, ‘Sao Joao Wind Stats’, Surf-Forecast, < https://pt.surf-forecast.com/breaks/Sao-Joao/wind-stats> [accessed 2nd February]. 
27  Surf-Forecast, ‘Sao Joao Wind Stats’, Surf-Forecast, < https://pt.surf-forecast.com/breaks/Sao-Joao/wind-stats> [accessed 2nd February]. 
28 Sofie Pelsmakers, ‘The Environmental Design Pocketbook’, (London: RIBA Publishing, 2012).
29  Sofie Pelsmakers, ‘The Environmental Design Pocketbook’, (London: RIBA Publishing, 2012).
30  Sofie Pelsmakers, ‘The Environmental Design Pocketbook’, (London: RIBA Publishing, 2012).

WIND CONCLUSION

WIND DIRECTION AND SPEED

With the site’s position on the coastline in front of a low-lying terrain,  it is fully exposed 
to wind in all directions. This graph illustrates the frequency and strength of wind from 
all directions as an average over the year26 (based on forecasts of wind since 2007). The 
most common prevailing wind direction is NNW, however in some months there is no 
dominant bias in wind direction. This is due to it’s location on the coastline where coastal 
winds can change dramatically throughout the day. During the day, warm air over the 
shore rises and cool air above water moves to the shore (sea breeze). At night the reverse 
happens, the shore rapidly cools and warm air sits above water. 

The model suggests that 57% of the time, wind strength is between 6-19mph and blows 
onshore 66% of the time. On average, winds are as strong as 25mph 5% of the time.27 

These strong winds could cause exponential damage on the building’s structures, 
therefore careful design considerations are required. 

To provide buildings with natural ventilation and protection, the infrastructure will skew 
street axis by 30° from the most common NNW wind direction.28 The waterways that 
run through floating courtyards will help to provide wind buffering, natural ventilation 
and winter solar gain.29 The existing NATO pontoon and proposed public amenity with 
vegetation will provide the shelter belts required to protect buildings from winter winds. 
Residential buildings will not exceed three storeys high across the entire community 
masterplan as floating technology is not yet developed to withstand this load and any 
buildings higher would encourage winds to create turbulence at street level.30 

Although the proposed site is technically located on the river, it is also exposed and 
affected by the sea. It is understood that floating buildings on open water will not  meet 
equal comfort aspirations as buildings on land. As swells are between 1.3 - 3m 59% of the 
time31, additional stabilisation strategies to buffer the waves will be required.  Additional 
protection measures to the north of the site will also be required. 

Preliminary results from ecologists have linked 
‘Infragravity’ waves to recent flooding events. 
These surface gravity waves are a combination 
of both wind and swell and occur when the 
surface gravity waves have lower frequencies 
than wind waves.  A wave defence is required to 
prevent this particular wave from damaging the 
floating community and remaining residents 
on land. 
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Climate Change Mitigation & AdaptationProject Energy Strategy

ENERGY STRATEGY

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

FLOATING TECHNOLOGY

CHANGE OF USE

FLOOD RISK AND RISING SEA LEVELS OVERHEATING

WATER FILTRATION

FLEXIBILITY

WIND POWER

SOLAR ENERGY

WAVE / TIDAL POWER

WATER SOURCE HEAT EXCHANGE PUMP

LOW AND ZERO CARBON TECHNOLOGIES AND RENEWABLES

The high density floating design proposal seeks to reduce energy demand from 
external suppliers by becoming a predominantly self-sufficient community. The site’s 
position on Almada’s north coastline provides a highly suitable location for harnessing 
renewable energy with low or zero carbon technologies. A combination of solar, wind 
and tidal power will be implemented, ensuring backup energy supply is available if one 
technology fails. Any excess energy generated will be sent back to the grid, benefiting 
the Almada council client.

The floating neighbourhood will be assembled in a construction warehouse with both onshore and offshore 
access to reduce costs. Residential buildings would then be towed by boat through the sea, until it reaches 
its designated location within the previously fitted infrastructure. Modular construction will enable residents 
to disassemble and reconfigure their homes when required. It is also possible to attach additional floating 
foundations as extensions. 

The infrastructure connecting all homes will also follow a modular approach, to allow residents to extend 
their community in the future. These will take shape as a series of connected platforms in various forms to 
encourage organic growth. 

Whilst the NATO pontoon and additional piles provide the primary structure ‘anchor’, buildings and 
infrastructure will utilise floating technology in the form of concrete pontoons filled with air. An important 
design consideration is the distribution of weight on top of the foundation, which for floating buildings must 
provide equal balance. However as floating buildings have a lower centre of gravity, they are more protected 
from strong waves and floods. The solution for stabilisation in floating communities manifests in ‘the area 
of mass transference in the buoyant construction, to compensate for the water swell’.38 All buildings will 
not exceed 3 storeys for the safety of residents on floating foundations and to minimise damage caused by 
extreme weather. 

Note: The boathouses in Ijburg were 3 storey dwellings with a width narrower than its height. This led to 
instability and the expensive requirement of additional buoyancy.39

All residential buildings will consist of a permanent concrete foundation and a more flexible and adaptable 
structure above. When a residential building is longer required, lightweight modular components can be 
re-used as additions to other residential buildings. The floating concrete foundation can be stripped and 
either be re-used for residential purposes, or can change its purpose entirely to contain submerged gardens 
for public amenity space. Other ideas for additional uses include a solar still which would distill sea water 
and make it drinkable. 

In an extreme scenario which sees the connection of multiple floating communities, floating technology 
could produce its own food using underwater gardens which would sequentially reduce community waste 
and transport. 

‘It is very likely that sea level will rise in… 95% of the ocean area’33, affecting ‘70% of the coastlines worldwide’34

IPCC reports declare the average global sea level has climbed more ‘than the mean rate during the previous 
two millennia (high confidence).35Reports also confirm ‘it is virtually certain that global mean sea level rise 
will continue beyond 2100’.36 In response, a floating typology has been selected for this project to ensure the 
floating community can still exist following a 4 degree temperature rise and 8.9 metre sea level increase.37 In 
order to successfully deliver climate resilient buildings, the NATO pontoon and piles that support the floating 
infrastructure must be able to adapt and extend vertically. This will enable buildings to adjust to the future 
environmental conditions and rising sea levels.  

With current levels of greenhouse gas emissions, temperatures could rise by 1.5°C before 2030.41 Therefore, 
the building technology must consider the increased chances of overheating in the future. With a limited 
budget, buildings will be naturally ventilated and will allow residents to manually adjust solar shading 
devices, without compromising on daylighting. Other strategies include reflective external materials, 
allowing for natural cross-ventilation,  thermal mass temperature regulation and shallow plan buildings.42 
In the future, as water levels rise and the sea depth expands, it would be possible to extract both warm 
and cold water from the ocean to be used in a centralised sea water air conditioning system. Compared to 
conventional air conditioning systems, this strategy would reduce costs by 90%.43 

The floating pontoon infrastructure will collect and purify grey water for use in toilet flushing and floating 
landscape irrigation. Seawater will also offer a renewable water source by running it through filtration 
systems to create drinking water. Both renewable desalination systems will be powered using solar, wind 
and wave energy. Any waste water will be stored and treated for future use. 

‘The ultimate form of flexibility is floating buildings’40

The proposed floating typologies will not be permanently fixed to one location. Therefore, if a resident 
decides they want to relocate, they can simply release their home from the infrastructure and take their 
house with them. Additionally, if a family expands and more room is required, additional modular extensions 
can be attached. There will no longer be a requirement to move into a different property for the purpose of 
location or larger space. 

The coastline site is fully exposed to the strong North West winds. This energy will be 
harnessed using vertical wind turbines across the NATO pontoon wave defence (North 
to South) and micro-turbines positioned above an additional sea defence (East to West). 
In addition to generating electricity, the turbines will also mediate the wind and act as a 
protection for the floating community. 

The site’s location in Portugal with hot summers and warm winters demonstrates a 
substantial amount of sun and heat for passive and active solar energy. The golden rules 
for passive solar is to avoid overshadowing and ensure solar technology (photovoltaic 
panels) is orientated up to 30° either side of south.31 PV panels will be used to power 
the water source heat pump in winter and generate electricity throughout the year. 
Passive solar can also be utilised for direct gain in winter through thermal massing. As 
the project develops past the phase 8 masterplan, there is scope to implement floating 
solar cells32, which also benefit from the sun’s reflection off water.

The proposed site is located at the pinch point of where the River Tagus meets the 
Atlantic Ocean. Therefore, the site is both tidal and exposed to waves. In addition to 
creating a barrier that protects the floating community, this structure will also generate 
energy from the continuous wave power it encounters. Technology strategies include 
both floating and fixed installations. Floating wave power technology generates energy 
from the movement of a buoyant mechanism, whereas fixed technology creates energy 
from the movement of water in channels that flows back to sea through a turbine. 
Oscillating water columns provide another wave generating method, where a fixed 
airtight chamber pressurises air as waves enter. Unless developed in a way to allow 
fixed technology to adapt to rising sea levels, these fixed approaches will not be able to 
generate power once flooded. 

The site’s large body of water which has a very high thermal capacity lends itself to a 
water-source heat pump. To take advantage of Portugal’s unlimited river and sea heat 
source, a large heat exchanger will be placed underneath the floating infrastructure. 
Sea water will go through the floating heat exchanger and interact with a series of 
metal plates. Sea water will then transfer its energy to the plates which heats the pipes 
through the metal. Pumps will be generated by wave, solar and wind power to ensure 
a zero carbon development.  

The larger the technology, the more efficient its output. Therefore, as opposed to 
each household having their own individual heat pump, there would be a number of 
large central district heating systems that serve the whole island. Each dwelling is then 
connected to this communal heat pump through a service channel in the pontoon 
infrastructure. 

31 Sofie Pelsmakers, ‘The Environmental Design Pocketbook’, (London: RIBA Publishing, 2012), p.400.
32 Koen Olthuis and David Keuning, ‘Float’ (Amsterdam: Frame Publishers, 2010), p.101. 
33 Thomas Stocker and others, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group 
I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), p. 26.
34 Thomas Stocker and others, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working 
Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 
p. 26.
35 Thomas Stocker and others, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group 
I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), p. 46.
36 Stocker, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth 
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, p.105.
37 See page 55 in manifesto for further information.
383Koen Olthuis and David Keuning, ‘Float’ (Amsterdam: Frame Publishers, 2010).
39 Koen Olthuis and David Keuning, ‘Float’ (Amsterdam: Frame Publishers, 2010), p.46. 
40 Koen Olthuis and David Keuning, ‘Float’ (Amsterdam: Frame Publishers, 2010), p.33. 
41 Thomas Stocker and others, Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working 
Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), p.4.
42 Sofie Pelsmakers, ‘The Environmental Design Pocketbook’, (London: RIBA Publishing, 2012), p.162.
43 The Carbon Managers Ltd, ‘Using the Sea as an Air Conditioner’, Carbon Managers, < http://www.carbonmanagers.com/blog/file/carbon-
offset-news/using-the-sea.aspx > [accessed 3rd February 2020].
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The Institute for Housing and Urban 
Rehabilitation is a not-for-rofit organisation 
that offers guidance in delivering successful 
housing projects through participatory 
management.

Provides information on waves and coastal 
changes during extreme weather events. 
Segundo Torrao was identified with high 
risk corrosion issues in 2015.  The team use 
participatory methods to collect data. 

The Segundo Torrao residents houses 
are at risk of rising sea levels and 
flooding. They are looking to stay in their 
coastal neighbourhood with improved 
infrastructure 

The Resident’s Association represents the 
Segundo Torrão Community and controls the 
existing land. They are acting on improving the 
neighbourhoods conditions and public image.

With Segundo Torrão under threat of rising 
sea levels, action is requried with municipal 
investment to rehouse the community. 
Almada municipal are willing to accept 
alternative solutions. 

AHA seeks to develop environmental 
standards by mitigating and adapting to the 
threat of rising sea levels and flooding. The 
practice use participatory processes and 
co-design action to enhance local communities.

E-Float specialise in residential floating 
projects, with many located in The 
Netherlands especially. By drawing together 
boat manufacture and architecture, floating 
technology has been able to rapidly advance.

08 WORKING GROUP VII
PROCUREMENT WORKING GROUP LED BY AHA
Working Groups coming together to form a 
‘Project Team Agreement’

Health 
& Safety

Procurement

Inclusivity

Lifecycle 
Costs Site 

Risks

Capital 
Costs

Funding
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Alice Howland Arquitetos
R Poeta João Ruiz 11

4770-218 Lisboa
Portugal

5th January 2020

Inês de Saint-Maurice
President of Almada Council
Câmara Municipal de Almada
Prefeitura em Largo Luís de Camões
2800-158 Almada
Portugal

Dear Mrs Saint-Maurice, 

On behalf of all working groups1, we would like to thank you for being open-minded to new solutions 
in Portugal’s social housing sector. We certainly look forward to working with you on this collaborative 
resettlement project.

Preface
PROJECT SUMMARY & INTRODUCTION OF WORKING GROUPS

1 See page 08 in manifesto for further 
information.
2  See page 118, Figure 2 for more 
information

The Segundo Torrao community had expected to be relocated following the forthcoming threat of rising sea 
levels. However, we are pleased you agree that with global technological advancements in floating architecture, 
it is now possible to mitigate and adapt to these new climatic conditions instead.

As discussed, the state intervention would provide all necessary infrastructure to facilitate a floating 
custom-build community. In this case, custom-build is defined as community residents (end users) working 
collaboratively with the project team to build their homes following individual specifications. Whilst having the 
opportunity to modify homes to suit lifestyle requirements and design choices, residents would follow a more 
hands-off process in comparison to a traditional self build.2 

Working collaboratively would impact key relationship chains within this project, thus operating differently to 
more traditional procurement routes. Our role at AHA is not to be the experts in floating construction, but to 
provide the vision and strategy that enables this project to take place. Additionally, our role is to facilitate and 
advise you on the necessary wider context of expertise to help deliver the vision we have jointly created.

Sincerely, 

Alice Howland

Architect’s Appointment

Arrange Site Inspection

Confirm Brief

Advise on Consultants

Advise on Consents

Draft  Programme

Enclose Terms

Apointment of Surveyor

Fig.1: Process following AHA’s 
appointment
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Alice Howland Arquitetos
R Poeta João Ruiz 11

4770-218 Lisboa
Portugal6th February 2020

Inês de Saint-Maurice
President of Almada Council
Câmara Municipal de Almada
Prefeitura em Largo Luís de Camões
2800-158 Almada
Portugal

Dear Mrs Saint-Maurice, 

Please find appended minutes, notes and sketches that we produced during our meeting on 5th February 2020,  where we explored 
the different procurement routes for both infrastructure and custom-build housing. We also discussed contract options to deliver the 
project (Design and Build, FIDIC Red Book and JCT Constructing Excellence), the differences between them3, and why in our opinion 
we think these offer the best choices. 

Please get in touch once you have reviewed the information. We could also run through the specifications, recommended suppliers 
and outline the Scope of Works in readiness for consultation with your preferred contractors.

Sincerely, 

Alice Howland

Procurement and Contract Choice
Self Build New BuildCustom Build

Level of Developer Input 100%

100%

0%

0%Design Freedom

Fig.2: Custom-build provides a balance of developer input and resident design freedom

Fig.4: Residents can choose their 
plot and materials based on 
lifestyle and design preferences

Fig.5: Residents work with the contractor to build their home

Fig.3: Flexible plot shop

3 See figure 6 for Working Process Contract 
Matrix which explores a variety of different 
contracts against both infrastructure and 
custom-build housing
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INFRASTRUCTURE HOUSING

AHA457 Segundo Torrao - Minutes
Design Team Meeting No. 04
Held on 05 February 2020 at Alice Howland Arquitetos
RIBA Stage 0

Attendees :

Structure :

Mrs Alice Howland
Mrs Leah Zhou
Mrs Stephen Gilbert

Mrs Inês de Saint-Maurice
Mr João Luís Serrenho
Mrs Francisca Luís

1.0 Previous Minutes & Introductions
2.0 Progress and Programme

3.0 Whole-life Cost and Value
4.0 Site Issues and Risks

5.0 Particular Issue

6.0 Distribution

2.1 Procurement and Contract Choice
2.2 Benchmark Costing
2.3 Project Timeline
2.4 Housing Typologies
2.5 Funding and Stakeholders

4.1 Risk Matrix

5.1 Health and Safety
5.2 Additional Design Impacts

Alice Howland Arquitetos
Alice Howland Arquitetos
Alice Howland Arquitetos

Almada Municipal Council
Almada Municipal Council
Almada Municipal Council

(AH)
(LZ)
(SG)

(IS)
(JS)
(FL)

Meeting Minutes

2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

I would first like to discuss potential contract and procurement routes as this would have an 
influence on project outcome. We previously discussed the potential use of a ‘Design and Build’ 
contract for the entire project, however as brief development has progressed, we believe there are 
superior options for a project of this nature. We advise to split the procurement into two routes, 
as the construction of technical infrastructure follows a very different approach to custom-build 
housing.

Further to our meeting on the initial stages of the project, we have split your project objectives 
accordingly (Fig.7). 

Fig.6: Contracts with varying extent of contractor responsibility for design Fig.7: Clients project objectives split into ‘Infrastucture’ and ‘Housing’

•     Quality  -  Requires high level performance 
criteria with minimal maintenance. Detailed 
design is crucial.

•     Time - Phase 1 Project to be completed 
before sea levels reach seafront houses in 2030 
(High confidence)

•     Highly detailed employers requirements 
produced collaboratively by employer and 
working groups

•     Contractor to take full responsibility for 
delivery

•     Requirement of Engineer consultant

•     Time - Phase 1 Project to be completed 
before sea levels reach seafront houses in 2030 
(High confidence)

•     Cost - Limited funds for social housing, 
therefore lowest possible expenditure and best 
value for money

•     Must engage all working groups from 
project commencement to completion

•     Must allow for voluntary workers 
(residents) to custom-build houses
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Fig.8: Example phase 1 floating infrastructure which requires high 
level performance criteria

Fig.9:  Example of phase 1 custom-build social housing built by 
voluntary workers
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JCT DB16

FIDIC Silver Book

FIDIC Red Book

JCT Constructing 
Excellence JCT CE16

MP16 Major Project 
Construction

NEC4 Engineering & 
Construction

Management Building 
Contract MC16

ICC Design & 
Construct June 2018

ACA PPC2000

Housing

Most AppropriateLeast Appropriate

Infrastructure

Contracts Matrix
WORKING PROCESS OF EVALUATING PROS AND CONS

SUMMARY

KEY

Fig.10: Framework produced collaboratively during the meeting, identifying the pros and cons of various contracts
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INFRASTRUCTURE HOUSING

2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

Traditional Procurement:

Fig.13: Moving through the Plan of Work stages sequentially

Fig.14: Construction likely to start before proposals and full information is finalised

Design and Build Procurement:

2.1 Inês de Saint-Maurice (Client) :

Although many benefits for implementing a Design and Build contract4, you may find some 
aspects do not represent the ethos of this project. In regards to infrastructure, a D&B could 
potentially allow the contractor to have a large influence in design. Whilst it is possible to limit this 
to detailed design, it still bears a risk. Additionally, a D&B does not accomodate an administrator 
or project manager role, yet it is necessary for this project to consult a specialist engineer. For 
housing and infrastructure, you as employer would have no provision for design input after 
completion of tender documents. Furthermore, it would not be possible for you to engage an 
architect and/or engineer to manage design development5. Therefore, I suggest using a contract 
that allows for independent consultants and encourages collaborative working. 

Why is a Design and Build Contract not suitable for those objectives? 

Appraisal Concept

Concept

Design 
Brief

Design 
Development

Tender 
Documentation

Tender 
Action

Tender 
Documentation

Design 
Development

Production 
Information

Technical 
Design

Construction In Use

Appraisal ConceptDesign 
Brief

Design 
Development

Technical 
Design

Production 
Information

Production 
Information

Tender 
Documentation

Tendering 
Subcontracts

Tender 
Action Construction In Use

Stage 0 : Strategic Definition

Stage 1 : Preparation and Brief

Stage 2 : Concept Design

Stage 3 : Developed Design

Stage 4 : Technical Design

Stage 5 : Construction

Stage 6 : Handover and Close Out

Stage 7 : In Use

Key: RIBA Stages of Work

Fig.11: The principal features required for an infrastructure contract is quality and time Fig.12: The principal features required for this housing contract is cost and time

4 See figure 6 for a working process 
contract matrix which compares a Design 
and Build to other contracts
5  Sarah Lupton and Manos Stellakis, 
‘Which Contract?’, 6th edition (London: 
RIBA Publishing, 2019)
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ARCHITECTURE | 26 DEC 2017 | BY 

Floating architecture is a 
booming business, thanks to 
Dutch designers

ANNA YUDINA

The Wikkelboat in Rotterdam’s Red Apple Marina, a prototype of the Floating Community which will 
be unveiled in spring 2019

A famous saying credits the Dutch for having literally created the 
Netherlands. This does justice to Holland’s formidable man-made 
infrastructure that renders buildable the land – half of which 
would have otherwise been regularly flooded. Today, as climate 

change causes sea levels to rise, floods are becoming a global challenge. 
With 75 per cent of the world’s ever-growing megacities located in delta 
areas, large-scale construction on water seems to be only a matter of time.

Dutch designers, architects and developers are already pioneering this 
next step: in Rotterdam, one of the world’s biggest ports, the team at 
property developer Beladon combines expertise in maritime technology 
and agriculture to build floating farms for alternative fresh food 

ARCHITECTURE: Floating architecture is a booming business, thanks to Dutch designers

2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

2.1 Inês de Saint-Maurice (Client) :

Evidence of floating architecture and infrastructure is extremely limited in Portugal. I would 
recommend utilising expertise from The Netherlands, where a history of living near water has 
resulted in advanced technology proficiency in buoyant structures.7 Please note JCT contracts fail 
to offer the same international provisions FIDIC Red Book provides, including currency clauses, 
labour conditions and effects of war.8 

Under FIDIC Red, the majority of design is undertaken by the clients consultant team, thus 
allowing all ‘working groups’ to operate collaboratively from the outset. As the contract assumes 
full detailed information is provided, this ensures infrastructure is designed following a 
socio-architectural approach.

Why would an international contract be beneficial to this project? 

For infrastructure, we would advise ‘FIDIC Red Book’ which follows a more ‘traditional’ 
measurement-based approach. This typically applies to major international infrastructure 
projects, ensures quality management and covers building and civil engineering works.6

The Dutch 
solution to 
floods: live 
with water, 
don't fight it 
With more than half the 
country at or below sea 
level, the Dutch are experts 
on water management – 
and its people have had to 
make sacrifices 

Tracy McVeigh
Sun 16 Feb 2014 00.03 GMT

Kamerik polder, one of 3,000 across the country. The Dutch have had such systems for a millennium, but water management became a greater priority after 
1953’s flooding deaths.  Photograph: frans lemmens / Alamy/Alamy 

N ol and Wil Hooijmaaijers have been watching the TV news from Britain with some horror. "It's terrible to see, very sad, I am so sorry. 
And when you see the cows up to their knees in the water," Wils tuts and shakes her head. "We are so lucky." Sitting at their oak 
dining table, looking out of the windows of their modern farmhouse at the newly planted saplings standing firm in the grey 
afternoon, the couple know what it is like to lose a home on a flood plain. .

Their old house and fields were sacrificed to a flood management scheme that forced them to sacrifice their farm for the sake of 150,000 
strangers in the city of Den Bosch, some 30km upstream. Both in their sixties, they now live on a "mound dwelling", a man-made hillock with a 
flattened five-and-a-half acre top. There are eight dairy farms strung along the 6km dyke, like eight giant mud pies plunked down on the flat 
fields and linked by a raised road. All with the same large grey cattle sheds and newbuild houses in each plot.

All but one of the 17 farms that had been scattered across the land before the government's Room for the River agency arrived have been 
demolished. "That one goes in four weeks," said Nol, pointing to a tidy farm settlement behind mature trees.

The project on the Overdiepse Polder, eye-shaped farmland enclosed between the curves of two rivers, is one of 40 programmes due to be 
completed by next year by Room for the River. Set up in 2006, the agency was given a budget of €2.2bn (£1.8bn) to reduce the risk of Holland's 
four main rivers flooding. It has been busily lowering floodplains, widening rivers and side channels – basically giving the river space to cope 
with extra water – and moving 200 families, including the Hooijmaaijers, out of their homes. It's a project that the Irish government among 
others is interested in emulating and, after this winter, Britain may want to take note.

The low-lying Netherlands has been fighting back water for more than 1,000 years, when farmers built the first dykes. Windmills have been 
pumping the stuff off the land since the 14th century and the Overdiepse Polder mound dwellings are based on what the earliest inhabitants 
built here in 500BC. One of the most densely populated countries on the planet, 60% of the Netherlands is vulnerable to flooding, and its peat-
rich agricultural soil is subsiding even as climate change is raising sea levels.

The country's universities are producing some of the world's best water engineers and managers and it is exporting its expertise abroad; the 
Dutch government has advised on water governance projects in China, Africa and Australia.

The Netherlands has also learned from past mistakes – a 1977 report warning about the weakness of the river dykes was ignored because it 
involved demolishing houses. It took floods in 1993 and again in 1995, when more than 200,000 people had to be evacuated and hundreds of 
farm animals died, to put plans into action.

Hans Brouwers is a senior rivers expert at Rijkswaterstaat Room for the River. He shudders at the idea of dredging or flood defence 
maintenance being neglected and says that the UK should look closely at where it has gone wrong this year.

According to Brouwers, the clear demarcation of responsibilities in the Netherlands is crucial, as are the present projects that he is involved in 
pushing through.

There are no financial packages for people who have to move. "They get the market value of their house and that is all. We will help them find 
another place, but not financially. The only thing we do is to make sure that they do not lose money." He insists people will accept the situation 
"if you are honest and proactive and go to people and talk to them and take their fears seriously". Only two cases have been taken to court by 
people who didn't want to leave, both of which have been won by Room for the River.

"Of course there is opposition and of course people are hurt," said Brouwers. "They aren't singing and dancing about it. If you are the third 
generation in that house and you have to move it is terrible. But we have to find a way to live with water rather than fight it. Our task is clear. 
Our cashflow is constant. The programme is on track. Holland is divided and ringed by dykes and that will not change. We have built our cities 
for years close around rivers, we have given them no space so we have to change that."

At Overdiepse, nine families chose to leave the area. "When we first heard in 2001, we were shown a map and all of our area was coloured blue," 
said Nol. "The farmers were surprised and worried and the first thought was no, we will not let this happen. But in the flooding of 1993 to 1995 

The Dutch 
solution to 
floods: live 
with water, 
don't fight it 
With more than half the 
country at or below sea 
level, the Dutch are experts 
on water management – 
and its people have had to 
make sacrifices 

Tracy McVeigh
Sun 16 Feb 2014 00.03 GMT

Kamerik polder, one of 3,000 across the country. The Dutch have had such systems for a millennium, but water management became a greater priority after 
1953’s flooding deaths.  Photograph: frans lemmens / Alamy/Alamy 

N ol and Wil Hooijmaaijers have been watching the TV news from Britain with some horror. "It's terrible to see, very sad, I am so sorry. 
And when you see the cows up to their knees in the water," Wils tuts and shakes her head. "We are so lucky." Sitting at their oak 
dining table, looking out of the windows of their modern farmhouse at the newly planted saplings standing firm in the grey 
afternoon, the couple know what it is like to lose a home on a flood plain. .

Their old house and fields were sacrificed to a flood management scheme that forced them to sacrifice their farm for the sake of 150,000 
strangers in the city of Den Bosch, some 30km upstream. Both in their sixties, they now live on a "mound dwelling", a man-made hillock with a 
flattened five-and-a-half acre top. There are eight dairy farms strung along the 6km dyke, like eight giant mud pies plunked down on the flat 
fields and linked by a raised road. All with the same large grey cattle sheds and newbuild houses in each plot.

All but one of the 17 farms that had been scattered across the land before the government's Room for the River agency arrived have been 
demolished. "That one goes in four weeks," said Nol, pointing to a tidy farm settlement behind mature trees.

The project on the Overdiepse Polder, eye-shaped farmland enclosed between the curves of two rivers, is one of 40 programmes due to be 
completed by next year by Room for the River. Set up in 2006, the agency was given a budget of €2.2bn (£1.8bn) to reduce the risk of Holland's 
four main rivers flooding. It has been busily lowering floodplains, widening rivers and side channels – basically giving the river space to cope 
with extra water – and moving 200 families, including the Hooijmaaijers, out of their homes. It's a project that the Irish government among 
others is interested in emulating and, after this winter, Britain may want to take note.

The low-lying Netherlands has been fighting back water for more than 1,000 years, when farmers built the first dykes. Windmills have been 
pumping the stuff off the land since the 14th century and the Overdiepse Polder mound dwellings are based on what the earliest inhabitants 
built here in 500BC. One of the most densely populated countries on the planet, 60% of the Netherlands is vulnerable to flooding, and its peat-
rich agricultural soil is subsiding even as climate change is raising sea levels.

The country's universities are producing some of the world's best water engineers and managers and it is exporting its expertise abroad; the 
Dutch government has advised on water governance projects in China, Africa and Australia.

The Netherlands has also learned from past mistakes – a 1977 report warning about the weakness of the river dykes was ignored because it 
involved demolishing houses. It took floods in 1993 and again in 1995, when more than 200,000 people had to be evacuated and hundreds of 
farm animals died, to put plans into action.

Hans Brouwers is a senior rivers expert at Rijkswaterstaat Room for the River. He shudders at the idea of dredging or flood defence 
maintenance being neglected and says that the UK should look closely at where it has gone wrong this year.

According to Brouwers, the clear demarcation of responsibilities in the Netherlands is crucial, as are the present projects that he is involved in 
pushing through.

There are no financial packages for people who have to move. "They get the market value of their house and that is all. We will help them find 
another place, but not financially. The only thing we do is to make sure that they do not lose money." He insists people will accept the situation 
"if you are honest and proactive and go to people and talk to them and take their fears seriously". Only two cases have been taken to court by 
people who didn't want to leave, both of which have been won by Room for the River.

"Of course there is opposition and of course people are hurt," said Brouwers. "They aren't singing and dancing about it. If you are the third 
generation in that house and you have to move it is terrible. But we have to find a way to live with water rather than fight it. Our task is clear. 
Our cashflow is constant. The programme is on track. Holland is divided and ringed by dykes and that will not change. We have built our cities 
for years close around rivers, we have given them no space so we have to change that."

At Overdiepse, nine families chose to leave the area. "When we first heard in 2001, we were shown a map and all of our area was coloured blue," 
said Nol. "The farmers were surprised and worried and the first thought was no, we will not let this happen. But in the flooding of 1993 to 1995 

Fig.15: Ijburg Water villas by Waterstudio.NL in Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands

Fig.16: Floating Houses by Herman Hertzberger’s in 
The Netherlands

Fig.17: Floating Timber Office by Powerhouse Company in 
The Netherlands

Fig.18: Wallpaper news article illustrating advance in floating technology

Fig.20: Architect’s Journal highlighting architectural experts in floating development Fig.21: Pacific Standard suggesting innovative responses to rising sea levels

Fig.19: The Guardian Newspaper indicating experts in water management

6 Sarah Lupton and Manos Stellakis, ‘Which 
Contract?’, 6th edition (London: RIBA Publishing, 
2019)
7  Figures 18-21 shows examples of real newspaper 
articles, highlighting floating infrastructure expertise 
in The Netherlands
8  Sarah Lupton and Manos Stellakis, ‘Which 
Contract?’, 6th edition (London: RIBA Publishing, 
2019)

Expertise in The Netherlands:
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2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

2.1 Inês de Saint-Maurice (Client) :

Whilst a contractor is responsible for all work of subcontractors (including those nominated), 
they are very restricted in subcontracting work themselves or performing any design changes. A 
contractor must also complete works within ‘time for completion’9 to avoid delay damages, this 
offers certainty for your time restrictions. 

Correct. This reinforces the need to appoint an engineer as contract administrator, who would 
play a key role and take the lead. Due to complexities and relatively new innovation of floating 
infrastructure, an engineer must demonstrate professional experience and competence. FIDIC 
Red demands you as an employer to appoint an engineer, hence why I suggested expertise in The 
Netherlands. 

Adjudication is unobtainable in Portugal, therefore it is the Engineer’s duty to administer terms, 
resolve disputed claims and negotiate time extensions.10 Generally, the engineer acts for the 
employer, but must act neutrally when determining a claim to ensure parties are treated equally. 

Unlike other JCT traditional procurements, FIDIC Red allows the engineer to appoint a 
representative for the entire period of work. This potentially permits an architect to oversee the 
project, be delegated authority and be assigned duties.

If the contractor is restricted in carrying out changes, would this not push liability and 
responsibility to the design team?

Fig.22: Sketch from meeting exploring contractural relationships under a FIDIC Red Book Contract

Fig.23: Process of FIDIC Claims and ‘Extensions of Time’

 ≤  28 Days

2020

13 March 20: Contractor became of should have become aware of the event giving rise to the claim

10 April 20: Contractor gives notice to the Engineer

24 April 20: Contractor provides fully detailed claim

5June 20: Engineer’s Response

 ≤  42 Days

 ≤  42 Days

March April May June

Engineer consultant 
required for 

Infrastructure work

Provisions for 
collaborative 

working

9  Anthony Speaight, ‘Architect’s Legal Handbook’, 
9th Edition, (Milton: Routledge, 2010), p.172.
10  Sarah Lupton and Manos Stellakis, ‘Which 
Contract?’, 6th edition (London: RIBA Publishing, 
2019)
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2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

2.1 Inês de Saint-Maurice (Client) :

For custom-build housing, we recommend the JCT Constructing Excellence Contract. This ‘flexible’ 
contract, intended for major works, puts a substantial emphasis on collaborative working by 
engaging the entire ‘project team’11 at an early stage. Whilst requiring a high level of consideration, 
it can be used by all working groups in the supply chain for main construction (supplier design), 
subcontracts and appointing consultants. 

In this instance, collaborative working starts with a common vision and leadership, derived 
particularly from you. This starts with a balanced set of cultures and attitudes, processes and 
mechanisms to ensure relationships are still commercial enough whilst being able to prosper 
on trust and integrity. This is most successful when the supply chain is involved at an early stage. 
Other success factors include selection by value (instead of lowest price) and a transparent 
measurement of performance.

How can we collaborate successfully?

Common Vision
& Leadership

Processes 
& mechanisms

Culture & 
Behaviours

Collaborative 
Working 
Principles
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Fig. 26: KPIs permits performance measurement & benchmarking Fig. 28: Members in the ‘Project Team’ under a JCT CE Contract 

Fig. 27: Sketch from meeting exploring contractural relationships under a JCT Constructing Excellence Contract

Fig. 29: Typical agenda of a consultants’ project team meeting Fig. 30: Communication method depends on situation

Fig. 25: Collaborative working principles in a JCT CE contract

Fig.24: Example of measuring project performance under JCT Constructing Excellence Contract

Key performance Indicators:
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Collaborative Working: 
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11  Sarah Lupton and Manos Stellakis, ‘Which Contract?’, 6th edition (London: RIBA Publishing, 2019)
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2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

2.1 Inês de Saint-Maurice (Client) :

In terms of relationships, under JCT CE the purchaser can appoint a representative (architect) 
to act on their behalf as first point of contact.12 This allows the architect to oversee future design 
development and gain back control.

The architects would still be employed by you, but you would also novate a team of our architects 
to work directly with the contractor to ensure design intent is delivered and to help coordinate 
design change and variations.  Whilst dispute resolution is covered in alliance-type arrangements, 
the contract assumes that all working groups, including contractor, are working towards the same 
terms. These shared objectives would be identified in a ‘Project Team Agreement’ with a clearly 
defined scope of works and design. 

For this to be controlled, the contract offers tools that incentivise working groups to perform 
this way. First, all working groups must determine and assign a risk allocation schedule before 
a contract is implemented. This also acts as a basis for fair payment. Incentives such as bonus 
completion on a target cost plan also encourages parties to work collaboratively under a shared 
risk and reward management, motivating win-win outcomes. Shared objectives, transparency in 
risk and communication obligations would likely improve project productivity and quality. 

So what is the relationship between the contractor and appointed architect in a JCT CE contract? 
Is there a conflict of interest? How would that conflict of interest potentially be resolved?

2.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

2.1 Inês de Saint-Maurice (Client) :

2.1 Inês de Saint-Maurice (Client) :

In terms of operation, I have two options. The first considers breaking down the construction 
process into specialist phases. The second looks at subcontracting individual ‘lots’ out to 
encourage a variety in typologies. Option two seems most appropriate, however I have arranged 
an appointment to visit the CITU Home scheme in Leeds where they are piloting a similar timber-
frame housing scheme using a factory-built technique. I shall notify you of any further updates.

Both options offer a choice for whether a fit-out package is undertaken by a sub-contractor or 
voluntary workers. Whilst residents who are voluntary working are supporting the process as extra 
work force, they are not the main builder. It must be ensured that community residents, employed 
under a volunteer contract, are appropriately briefed and have the training in place to deliver the 
required fit-out packages.  Whilst also benefiting from developed skills and education, there is an 
agreement that the number of hours worked by a volunteer would translate to a reduction in cost 
on their house.

A final benefit to the JCT CE contract would resolve issues of limited funds for social housing. It 
offers certainty as the supplier must endure risks of any costs exceeding a maximum guaranteed 
price.13 Both target cost (shared pain and gain) and lump sum payment options are available. 
Provision to incorporate a commencement and completion date would also ensure houses are 
built before the consequences of sea level rise.

If you have any further questions about these recommended contracts, please let me know. 

How does the sub-contracting of end-users (residents) work?

I have no further questions about contracts today, thank you. If you could send through your 
sketches that would be very useful please.

Option 2 Sub-Contracting

Option 1 Sub-Contracting

100% Cost to contractor

Unidentified risk 
(Pain by Client)

Build up of 
Target Cost

Target Cost

Agreed Maximum Price
5% Risk 
Contingency

Up to 6% saving shared 
50/50 Employer/Constructor

More than 6% saving - 
100% Employer

Fig. 31: Project team agreement determined & signed by all working groups

Fig. 32: JCT CE Target Cost Model

Fig. 33: Sketch from meeting exploring a potential sub-contracting 
option for delivery of entire phase 1 under JCT CE contract

Fig. 34: Sketch from meeting exploring a potential sub-contracting 
option for delivery of ‘lots’ under JCT CE contract12  JCT, ‘Constructing Excellence Contract Project Team Agreement 2016 (CE/P)’ (London:Sweet & Maxwell, 2017)

13  JCT, ‘Constructing Excellence Contract Project Team Agreement 2016 (CE/P)’ (London:Sweet & Maxwell, 2017)
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Cost Analysis 

• Concept 1 
• $14M to $17M 

 
 

• Concept 2 
• $17.75M to 21.6M 

 
• Concept 3 
• $19M to $23M 

 

2.2 Benchmark Costing Housing

Low Density Housing

Medium Density Housing

High Density Housing

Floating Infrastructure

Industry

Landscaping Mixed - Use

(http://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/)

 (https://adserver.adtech.de/?adlink/899.1/5916687/0/-1/AdId=-8;BnId=0;guid=1Ac7c180f8-53c2-11ea-8522-
1283af18fee8;itime=0;gdpr=1;)

MENU

Thames Barrier Park
Patel Taylor, Groupe Signes, London, 2001

Add to shortlist | View shortlist (/saved-lists)
Save project as PDF (/reports/queue?projectID=2326&description=Thames+Barrier+Park+-+%2C+2001)

FacebookTwitterMore

Robust balustrades along the piazza 

Martin Charles  

1 - 10 of 10Photographs Drawings Working details

Alice Howland: | AJBL Home (/) Building search (/search) Projects (/projects) Architects (/architects) Companies (/companies) Saved lists (/saved-lists)Sign out (/auth/logout)

(http://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/)

 (https://adserver.adtech.de/?adlink/899.1/5916687/0/-1/AdId=-8;BnId=0;guid=1Ac7c180f8-53c2-11ea-8522-
1283af18fee8;itime=0;gdpr=1;)

MENU

Anderston Phase 4 and 5
Collective Architecture, Glasgow, 2018

Add to shortlist | View shortlist (/saved-lists)
Save project as PDF (/reports/queue?projectID=8265&description=Anderston+Phase+4+and+5+-+%2C+2018)

FacebookTwitter1More

An aerial view, taken with a drone 

David Grandorge  

1 - 10 of 10Photographs Drawings Working details

Alice Howland: | AJBL Home (/) Building search (/search) Projects (/projects) Architects (/architects) Companies (/companies)

Saved lists (/saved-lists)

Sign out (/auth/logout)

(http://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/)

Redevelopment of a former Royal Mail parcel and letter sorting office in Birmingham city centre into a mixed use scheme with internal street 

A major regeneration project providing a mix of uses within 150,000m of floor space, comprising two hotels, 16 restaurants and bars, 200 roof-level apartments, BBC 
Studios, offices, shops, a 1,000-space car park and more. 

The idea of making the Mailbox a route rather than a destination is central to the scheme. A street has been cut straight through the building’s length, creating a coherent 
canal based circuit for pedestrians and tourists, which is open 24 hours a day. 

Externally, the building is treated simply. The red rendered Mailbox Square elevation is the most radically remodelled, where graded steps address the changes in level in 

 (https://adserver.adtech.de/?adlink/899.1/5916687/0/-1/AdId=-8;BnId=0;guid=1Ac7c180f8-53c2-11ea-8522-
1283af18fee8;itime=0;gdpr=1;)

MENU

The Mailbox
Associated Architects, Birmingham, 2000

Add to shortlist | View shortlist (/saved-lists)
Save project as PDF (/reports/queue?projectID=2467&description=The+Mailbox+-+%2C+2000)

FacebookTwitterMore

The canal with footbridge and cone-shaped node 

Martine Hamilton Knight (website (http://www.builtvision.co.uk/)) 

1 - 6 of 6Photographs Drawings Development images Working details

2

Alice Howland: | AJBL Home (/) Building search (/search) Projects (/projects) Architects (/architects) Companies (/companies) Saved lists (/saved-lists)Sign out (/auth/logout)

Cold Lake Marina Masterplan

Structural Engineer: Moffatt & Nichol
Urban Designer: Brook Mcllroy

Location: Cold Lake, Canada
Year: 2013 Proposal
Cost: £10,350,025
Area: 65,000 sq m

Cost / m2 : £159

Thames Barrier Park

Architect: Patel Taylor, Groupe Signes
Structural Engineer: Arup

Location: London, UK
Year: 2001 Completed
Cost: £8,100,000
Area: 94,000 sq m

Cost / m2 : £86

Climate Innovation District

Architect: White Arkitekter & Ollier 
Smurthwaite

Location: Leeds, UK
Year: 2026 Completion
Cost: £247,000,000
Area: 177,170 sq m

Cost / m2 : £1,400

Lake Lothing Regeneration

Architect: Assael Architecture

Location: Lowestoft, UK
Year: 2014 Proposal
Cost: £100,000,000
Area: 83,000sq m

Cost / m2 : £1,205

Anderston Phase 4 and 5

Architect: Collective Architecture

Location: Glasgow, UK
Year: 2018 Completion
Cost: £26,420,000
Area: 20,000sq m

Cost / m2 : £1,321

The Mailbox

Architect: Associated Architects

Location: Birmingham, UK
Year: 2000 Completion
Cost: £150,000,000
Area: 102,000sq m

Cost / m2 : £1,471

The Citu House

Engineer: Citu Manufacturing Group

Location: Leeds, UK
Year: 2026 Completion
Cost: £3,000,000
Area: 1,400m2 factory

Cost / m2 : £2,142

Similarities:
- Waterfront Masterplan
- Harbour engineering technology
- Floating Technology
- Integrates public amenity and 
activities
- Integrated green space and 
boardwalks

Similarities:
- Waterfront Masterplan
- Harbour engineering technology
- Floating Technology
- Integrates public amenity and 
activities
- Integrated green space and 
boardwalks

Similarities:
- Mixed-use Flood Proof Homes
- Waterfront regeneration
- Sustainable Urban Community
- Integrates marina with public amenity
- Incorporates cycle network

Similarities:
- Multiple cycle and walking routes 
bisecting the residential units
- Public space at the heart of the 
scheme. Gardens, play space, benches,  
planters
- Car-free development

Similarities:
- Relationship with canals and water
- Integrates restaurants, bars, shops 
and residential apartments
- Internal Streets, piazzas and 
landscaping

Similarities:
- Factory that builds low carbon 
pre-fabricated homes
- Generates Timber Frame structures
- Capacity to produce 750 low-carbon 
residential units per year
- Factory located adjacent to 
residential site

Similarities:
- Reclamation of derelict land
- Hard and Soft Landscaped areas
- Includes services and structures
- Riverside walks and appropriate 
safety railings

Note: Not taking into account floating foundations.
Costs may be increased as constructing on water requires advanced technology. However no requirement for 
excavating ground may also reduce costs. 

Note: 15% contingency (instead of 10%) to account for higher risk of building on water and future inflation rates

Total No. Homes : 388 Units
Total No. People : 1,409 People

Total Land Area : 120,000 sq m 

Total Housing : 63,000 sq m 
£1,321 (£9,908)

(£3,096,000)
(£3,096,000)

£1,205 (£37,957,500)
£1,400 (£33,600,000)

£1,471

£2,142

£86

£71,567,408

£108,372,608.00
£124,628,499.00

£24,712,800

£8,996,400

£3,096,000

Total Mixed Use : 16,800 sq m 

Total Industry : 4,200 sq m 

Total Landscaping : 36,000 sq m 

Developable Area : 84,000 sq m
Other Space : 36,000 sq m

High Density : 7,500 sq m
Medium Density : 31,500 sq m
Low Density : 24,000 sq m

Land Use Budget Cost per M2 Notional Cost

Total Notional Cost:
+ 15% Contingency:

Other Space:

Developable Area:

(refer to precedents)

Developable 
Area

Housing 
Density

Land 
Use

Other 
Space

Developable 
Area

Housing

Low 
Density

High 
Density

Medium 
Density

Mixed 
Use

Industry

Key:
Infrastructure

Mixed-Use

Housing

Landscaping

Industry

Example configuration of necessary infrastructure and housing

Fig.35: Benchmark costing figures obtained from AJ Building Library

Fig.36: Land Use Ratios
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2.3 Project Timeline

Fig. 37: Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DfMA) of housing 
components in the off-site construction warehouse. 
A cost-effective process of minimising time on site and therefore 
reducing risk of falling into water. 

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029

2020 2030 2040 2050

RIBA Workstage 0/1 : Enabling / Administration 
RIBA Workstage 1/2 : Working group engagement
RIBA Workstage 2/3/4 : Design

RIBA Workstage 5 : On/Off-site Construction
RIBA Workstage 6/7 : Inhabitation

Enabling Works
Construction Warehouse

Infrastructure
Lot 1

Lot 2
Lot 3

Lot 4
Lot 5

Lot 6
Lot 7

Lot 8

Timeline for warehouse is shorter 
as existing construction warehouse 
in phase 1 will be moved to new 
phase location

Assembling Working Group ‘Project Team’
Finalising ‘Project Team Agreement’

Engaging with Working Groups

Assembling Project Team

Construction Warehouse

Infrastructure

Lot 1 Lot 5

Lot 6

Lot 7

Lot 8

Lot 2

Lot 3

Lot 4

Working group Engagement

In use

Design

Design
Working Group Engagement

Construction

Construction

Construction

Construction

Construction

Construction

Construction

Construction

Construction

Construction

All phase 1 existing homes 
must be relocated before 
sea levels reach the site 
in 2030

All phase 2 existing homes 
must be relocated before 
sea levels reach the site 
in 2040

All phase 3 existing homes 
must be relocated before 
sea levels reach the site 
in 2050

(Phase 1) (Phase 2) (Phase 3) (Phase 4-7)

DfMA allows for early start on site

Construction on following lot may only start when 
construction warehouse is available for new work

Allow for extensions of time regarding 
extreme weather events

Design

Design

Design

Design

Design

Design

Design

Design

Engage W/G

Engage W/G

Engage W/G

Engage W/G

Engage W/G

Engage W/G

Engage W/G

Engage W/G

In use

In use

In use

In use

In use

In use

In use

In use

De-construction of Segundo Torrao informal homes
Materials to be sorted and stored for use in Phase 2

Fig.38: An approximate programme of works, without detailed 
understanding of specific processes required to deliver the infrastructure 
and housing. Predicted sea levels determine time limits for each phase. 
Construction must allow for extensions of time.   

Key:
Allow some time between phases to 
review and change any processes 

Construction to begin after full information has been handed over

Construction to begin after full information has been handed over

Construction can begin after first lot infrastructure is in place

RIBA Plan of Work

Enabling Works Construction Warehouse

Infrastructure
Lot 1

Lot 2
Lot 3

Lot 4
Lot 5

Lot 6
Lot 7

Lot 9
Lot 8

Enabling Works Construction Warehouse

Infrastructure
Lot 1

Lot 2
Lot 3

Lot 4
Lot 5

Lot 6
Lot 7

Lot 9
Lot 8

Enabling Works Construction Warehouse

Infrastructure
Lot 1

Lot 2
Lot 3

Lot 4
Lot 5

Lot 6
Lot 7

Lot 9
Lot 8
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Typology Number of 
BedroomsDensity Private Outdoor 

Space
Public Outdoor 

Space
Access 

Requirements
Transport 

Requirements Parking Communal / 
Social Spaces

Sketch 
Typology

Industrial 
Quarter

Medium Density 1 - 2 Bed Units No Yes
- For Social Purposes
- Children Play Area
- Outdoor Fitness / Gym 

- Homes to be located 
near construction 
warehouse
- Access to food 
shopping / pubs / cafes

- Walking Routes
- Cycling Routes
- Water Taxi

- Cycle parking only - Pub / Bar
- Free Outdoor Fitness / 
Gym routes

- Fishermans Market
- Net Fixing and sorting 
fish on the Harbour 
Front
- Pub / Bar / Restaurant

- Cafe, coffee & bakeries 
for morning commute
- Bars, pubs, 
restaurants, music on 
route home
- Park / Fitness routes 

- Park / Playground
- Safe replacement 
flooded ‘beach’ / pool 
for swimming
- Cycle, walking routes
- Youth Club Activities
- Football pitch

- Allotments and shared 
gardens
- Pubs / Cafes
- Music Entertainment
- Park Walk / run / 
Fitness

- Shared Courtyards 
- Accessible public parks
- Cafes, bars

- Bars , Cafes, Park
- Public BBQ area
- ‘Coastline’ public 
social spaces

- Outdoor public fitness 
spaces
- Park
- Public BBQ Areas
- Library

- Cycle parking only

- One fisherman boat 
parking space per 
household
- Cycle parking

- One boat parking 
space per household
- Cycle parking

No
- Public transport only

No
- Public transport only

- ‘Boat Club’ shared 
transport 
- Cycle Parking

- ‘Boat Club’ shared 
transport 
- Cycle Parking

- Private Fisherman Boat 
Park per household

- Ferry Access 
- Water Taxi
- Cycle Routes

- Walking Routes
- Cycling Routes
- Water Taxi
- Potential Private Boat

- Short Walking Routes
- Water Taxi

- Walking Routes
- Water Taxi
- Ferry Access

- Walking Routes
-  ‘Boat Club’ Access

-  Walking Routes
- Cycling Routes
- ‘Boat Club’ Access

- Access to park / green 
public space
- Access to School or 
boat taxi routes
- Access to Shops

- Access to ferry
- Access to bars / shops
- School on route home 
from Lisbon /Trafaria
- Sheltered Pontoon 
Walk

- X Amount of accessible 
units
- Access to health care / 
doctor/ pharmacy
- Access to parks, cafe, 
public outdoor space

- Ground Floor flats
- Access to carer, 
potential for flat above
- Ramp access / No steps
- Acess to shops and 
town
- Access public transport
- Clear access to plug in 
plots
- Close access to the sea
- Access to electrical 
charging points
- ‘Boat Club’ shared 
transport

- Social Bars and cafes 
- Library
- Cycle Routes
- Ferry Access
- Shops
- Fitness Routes

- Close access to sea, 
fishermans market, fish 
restaurants, anglers 
shop
- Direct access to 
fishermans boat, 
electricity or Diesel

Yes
- Fishermans Market 
- Social Space for 
fishermen
- Area for sorting fish

Yes
- Green / Fitness Route 
to ferry
-  Shared Courtyard 
Spaces for relaxing

Yes
- Childrens Playground
- Large Park
- Outdoor Fitness Space
- Football Pitch

Yes
- Shared Allotments
- Outdoor Social Spaces 
with seating
- Easily accessible park 
routes walking / fitness

Yes
- Easily accessible 
exploring routes

Yes
- Social Spaces 
between plug in zones 
to generate social 
interaction 

Yes
- Courtyards / Green 
Space for socialising 
- Public BBQ zones

Yes
- BBQ Area
- Space to Dry Fish
- Space to fix nets

Yes
- Secured Balcony Area

Yes
- Secured Garden Area 
for children to play
- Area to dry clothes
- BBQ Area

Yes
- Small area for 
independent planting 

No
-  Difficult to maintain

Yes.
- Small outdoor Deck 
space for use when 
travelling

Yes and No.
- Coud include some 
private balconies

1 - 4 Bed Units

1 - 2 Bed Units

2 - 4 Bed Units
(With ability to extend)

1 - 2 Bed Units

1 - 2 Bed Units

1 Bed Units

1 - 2 Bed Units

Low Density

High Density

Low / Medium Density

Medium Density

Low / Medium Density

Low Density

High Density

Coastal Homes

Commuter 
Belt

Wheelchair 
Accessible

Seasonal 
Residence

Student & Young 
Professional

Families

Later Living

4 B
ed 
81 m

2

2 B
ed 
67 m

2

4 B
ed 
81 m

2

2 B
ed 
67 m

2

1 B
ed 
62 m

2

1 St
udi
o 4
5 m

2

Sha
red
 

Kitc
hen

/

 Lou
nge1 St

udi
o 4
5 m

2

Acc
ess
ible

Car
er

x 2

1 B
ed 
63 m

2

2.5 Funding & Stakeholders

Port Stakeholders
- Terminal de Graneis Alimentores da Trafaria

- Terminal de Liquidos do Porto dos Buchos

- Lisbon Cruise Terminal

- Trafaria de terminal de Corteineres

- Trafaria container Terminal

Local StakeholdersPrivate InvestorsNational Investors

ALICE HOWLAND
A R C H I T E C T S

The Ministry of 
Environment

Management De 
Almada

Department of 
Environmental Strategy

United Nations

Lisbon Municipality

Almada Municipality

Port of Lisbon 
Authority

INFRASTRUCTURE

HOUSING

The government or authority 
may be interested in 

providing funding towards 
an infrastructure project due 

to certainty of outcome

The infrastructure acts as 
a catalyst to enable and 

facilitate housing provisions. 
Therefore top-down central 
government funding can be 

made available 

Goverment funding 
means a public 

procurement process 
is required

Possible for multiple pots of 
funding towards a community 

custom-build, from various 
housing and welfare 

organisations or private 
investment

Opportunity for 
multiple organisations  

to also build

2.4 Housing Typologies

Fig.39: 
Opportunity 
for a variety of 
development 
across entire 
scheme

Fig.40: Funding and 
stakeholders split between 
Infrastructure and Housing
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Value is not only understood and measured in cost, but in other aspects such as carbon, time, social value or resident satisfaction. As 
value is generated in design, it is critical to think about the whole-life cost at an early stage.

For infrastructure, a larger investment in high quality floating technology could reduce overall long-term maintenance costs. If a 
durable floating foundation is no longer required for housing, it is possible to adapt its use for another function.14 Recycling the existing 
neighbourhood’s crushed brick for concrete foundations would not only reduce material costs, but also benefit the environment, 
achieve higher thermal resistance, lower unit weight and reduce demolition waste. As housing will adopt passive measures, this will 
reduce the requirement of energy, thus lowering usage costs.

Rising sea levels will continue to affect many coastal neighbourhoods in Almada. One option would be to continue developing 
traditionally, integrate measures for ‘Code for Sustainable Homes Level 6’15 (BREEAM Excellent16) and provide enough space for water 
or increase the number of flood defences. When considering whole-life cost and potential payback periods, a traditional development 
is projected higher than our proposed floating development. Our design proposal incorporates all of these aspects from the outset. 
Diminished car dependency reduces infrastructure costs and tidal energy sources reduces usage costs, making a zero carbon 
development more achievable.

3.0 Whole-Life Cost and Value

Cost of adding code level 
6 measures / zero carbon

Cost of adding space for 
water

Cost of traditional 
development

Cost of Proposed 
Floating Development

£493m

£445m

£19m

£74m

Value
Benefits Derived (Get)

Sacrifices Made (Give)

Fig. 41: Understanding Value

3.0 Inês de Saint-Maurice (Client) :

How could we add more value to this project?

3.0 Alice Howland (Architect) :

Fig. 42: Cost comparison of traditional and floating housing developments, 
adapted from LifE Handbook.

Fig. 43: Potential payback period for adaptable foating architecture compared to a traditional approach

Payback Period

Traditional 
Development

Proposed Floating 
Development

Time

Co
st

14  See page 106 in Technology report for flexible uses in floating foundations
15  Department for Communities and Local Government, ‘Code for Sustainable Homes’, 
BREEAM Centre, (Carmarthen: Crown,2010)
16 Breeam, ‘Scoring and Rating BREEAM assessed buildings’, Breeam, <https://www.
breeam.com/BREEAM2011SchemeDocument/Content/03_ScoringRating/scoring.htm>
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Whole-Life Cost

Life-Cycle Cost 

Renewable 
Costs

Construction 
Costs

Operation
Costs

Occupancy
Costs

Environmental
Costs

Environmental
Costs

Maintain
Costs

End of Life
Costs

Income ExternalitiesNon-construction 
costs

BUSINESS 
COSTS

OPERATION & 
MAINTENANCE

CONSTRUCTION

DESIGN

OUTCOMES

PROCESS PUSH

USER PULL
Fig. 44: Breakdown of whole-life cost and life-cycle cost

Fig. 45: ‘The value of client outcomes far outweighs the project costs’17 - JCT Constructing Excellence
17  JCT, ‘Constructing Excellence Contract Project Team Agreement 2016 (CE/P)’ (London:Sweet & Maxwell, 2017)
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4.0 Site Issues and Risks Masterplanning Infrastructure

Phase 1 Infrastructure

Phase 1 Masterplan:
To rehouse 1500 residents, 
starting with those at most risk 
of rising sea levels and flooding 

Phase 2 Masterplan:
To rehouse 1000 residents. Again, 
moving those at most risk of 
rising sea levels and flooding

Phase 3 Masterplan:
To rehouse the final 1000 
residents. Sand dredging of 
existing dune may be required

Phase 4-7 Masterplan:
As sea levels increase, there 
is opportunity for other local 
neighbourhoods to live afloat

Rigidty:
Bridges act as stability mechanisms and flexible hinges 
that counterweight each floating community platforms 
movements. This avoids the requirement for larger islands 
with deep foundations and higher stability technology, 
therefore reducing cost

Density:
Loads will directly impact design and stability of a floating 
foundation. Special consideration for the location of 
density is required as this will effect the positioning of 
floatation or ballast. Different depths of foundation may 
also be required for different uses

Masterplan Phasing Strategy

Phase 1 Buildings 
to be demolished 
for re-housing

Phase 2 Buildings 
to be demolished 
for re-housing

Phase 3 Buildings 
to be demolished 
for re-housing

Sea Level 2030

Sea Level 2040

Sea Level 2050

Sea Level 2100

Water conditions may require 
alternative methods of 
connecting services

Existing sewer to be extended and 
redirected

Narrow dirt track roads, not 
suitable for construction access

Existing building to be 
demolished in phases (see 
phasing strategy on page 31)

Design must mitigate effects of 
large exposure to NNW wind

Sea defence is necessary to 
protect development from 
extreme weather events

Existing NATO pontoon to be 
investigated for any damage 
before applying construction work

Design to tackle landscaping 
strategies on water

Risk of constructing on or against 
existing pontoon structure

Gaps between NATO piles will 
need to be redesigned in order to 
protect the floating community

Ecologists highlighted danger of 
infragravity waves

Abandoned area to be used for 
sorting of demolished materials 
during phase 1-3

Floating technology requires 
international infrastructure 
expertise

Construction phase 1-3 must be 
completed before sea levels reach 
existing homes

Land privately owned. However, 
land available for construction 
once flooded.

New ferry terminal must provide 
safe access to floating development

Material from demolished existing 
buildings will need to be kept in a 
safe and secure location such as 
the NATO Site

Construction work must not 
disturb residents in existing 
buildings

Limited access for fire engines, 
therefore alternative fire 
strategies are required

Existing homes already at high 
risk of flooding. Construction to 
begin as soon as possible

Limited roads suitable for 
construction access

Water depth must be considered 
when designing extent of piles 
and floating foundations

5 Metre Water Depth
4 Metre Water Depth
3 Metre Water Depth
2 Metre Water Depth
1 Metre Water Depth

Demolished 

NATO Site

Proposed Site

Existing 
Site

20
20

 W
ate

r L
ev

el
2030 W

ater L
eve

l
2040 W

ater L
evel

2050 Water Level

SWELL

Proposed 

Ferry 

Terminal

WIND

Fig.46: Proposed Site issues 1.5000, Segundo Torrao

Fig.49: Floatation levels higher during construction, temporary ballasts required

Fig.50: Flexible bridge hinges

Fig.48: Various foundation depths and technology for different weight and uses

Fig.47: Central weight distribution to avoid cost of implementing additional ballasts
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Number Risk / Opp Description Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk/Opp Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

Availability of Existing Information (AEI) Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

AEI 1 Risk Availability of existing site information, including 

future effects of climate change

Design Medium High
Medium Risk

Ecologists currently working on obtaining more 

information. Expected to receive before July 

2020.

AEI 2 Risk Availability on existing services information Design High Low Low Risk
Resident's Association has provided access to 

this data

AEI 3 Risk Availability of information on any hazardous 

substances in water or ground

Design Medium Low
Low Risk

Water investigation carried out by ecologists is 

ongoing

Existing Site Constraints (ESC) Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

ESC 1 Risk Existing Buildings or Properties Design Low Low Low Risk
Existing Segundo Torrao Informal Houses to be 

demolished in phases

ESC 2 Risk Existing Transport Design & Construction Low High

Medium Risk

Access to existing Segundo Torrao Community 

and water front is very limited with only dirt 

track roads and footpaths

ESC 3 Risk Existing Environmental Design Medium Low
Low Risk

Nature of informal houses provides some 

unintended environmental sensitivity

ESC 4 Risk Existing Site Flood Plain Design High High
High Risk

Flood data illustrates how existing homes are at 

high risk of flooding and rising sea levels

ESC 5 Risk Existing Sewers Design Medium Medium

Medium Risk

Existing sewer runs through the existing site and 

into the water towards proposed site. To be 

extended/redirected

ESC 6 Risk Existing Car Parking Design Low Medium

Medium Risk

Evidence of car ownership. Will need to 

consider alternative methods of transport and 

parking following flooding

ESC 7 Risk Areas affected by proposed works Design Low Low Low Risk
NATO Pontoon, however high probability of 

closure

ESC 8 Risk Infrastructure affected by proposed works Design Low Low
Low Risk

NATO Pontoon, however high probability of 

closure. Existing site seafront roads & defences

ESC 9 Risk Condition of existing buildings Design Low Low Low Risk Existing buildings to be demolished

ESC 10 Risk Capacity of Electricity Services Design Medium Medium Medium Risk
Electricity capacity will be higher using proposed 

renewable means

ESC 11 Risk Surrounding Security Issues and constraints Design Low Low

Low Risk

Site bounded by water and pine forests. Silo 

factory influences neighbourhood with 

increased population

ESC 12 Risk Environmental Issues Design Medium High High Risk
Ecologist results indicate danger of infragavity 

waves and exposure to wind

ESC 13 Risk Access conditions and restrictions Construction Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Very limited access along seafront. Access must 

be from exising NATO pontoon entrance

ESC 14 Risk Existing ground and water conditions Design Medium Medium Medium Risk Further investigation required

Overall Design Issues (ODI) Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

ODI 1 Risk Buildability of proposed scheme in relation to 

existing services and sewers

Design Medium High

Medium Risk

Existing NATO pontoon to be integrated into 

design and solid structure to be utilised for 

renewable energy systems. Existing Sewer to be 

relocated.

ODI 2 Risk Temporary Works Requirement Design Low Low Low Risk
To be integrated in construction warehouse 

design

ODI 3 Risk Building Services Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Consider relationship with water. Smart 

Pontoons could protect services and direct them 

to houses

ODI 4 Risk Future building maintenance (Internal lighting and 

services)

Design Medium Medium
Low Risk

To be developed in design. May operate 

differently to traditional developments

ODI 5 Risk Future building maintenance (Plant and services) Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

To be developed in design. Safe access to 

services integrated in pontoons which must be 

protected from water

ODI 6 Risk Cleaning and Maintenance Design Low Medium
Low Risk

Cleaning to be self-organised by residents. 

However risk of accessing facades facing water

ODI 7 Risk Future building Lifecycle Design High Low Medium Risk
Design to ensure future adaptable reuse of 

foating foundations.

ODI 8 Risk Fire Strategy Design High Low

Medium Risk

Strategy to be developed with experts. No fire 

engine access on floating development. Public 

Fire equipment to be provided

ODI 9 Risk Operational Safety Requirements Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Operations to be conducted on water. Awaiting 

further expertise and knowledge from external 

engineers

ODI 10 Risk Programme Implications Design Low Medium Low Risk
Possibility of increased number of visitors to see 

innovative design

ODI 11 Risk BREEAM Excellent Requirements Design High Medium Medium Risk
BREAAM Excellent Required and integrated in 

design.

ODI 12 Risk Landscaping Design Medium Medium Low Risk
Requirement of 36,000 sq m landscaping in 

masterplan

ODI 13 Risk Structural Issues Design High High

High Risk

Floating Infrastructure technology will require 

engineer expertise and additional design 

considerations to overcome access and 

transport

ODI 14 Risk Land ownership Design Medium Low
Medium Risk

Land site currently owned by private investors. 

However when flooded, water level is no longer 

owned by them

ODI 15 Risk Acoustic Issues Design Low Low
Low Risk

To be assessed during design development. 

Noise from Silo factory may have impact

ODI 16 Risk Sustainability Issues - Reaching Code 4 Level Design Medium Medium Medium Risk To be met throughout design stages

ODI 17 Risk Cost Planning Issues Design Medium Medium Medium Risk
Split into two phases, infrastructure and 

housing. Two separate pots of funding.

ODI 18 Risk Use of BIM Design Low Low
Low Risk

Strategy will most likely not use BIM technology, 

to ensure collaboration of work is accessible to 

all working groups

ODI 19 Risk Build Period Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Construction to be completed before sea levels 

flood and damage existing Segundo Torrao 

houses

ODI 20 Risk Custom-Build Strategy Design & Construction Medium High

High Risk

Decisions to be made about plot or lot based 

buiding strategy. If plot then consideration of 

party walls will be required in design 

development

ODI 21 Risk Phasing Strategy Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Phase 1: To rehouse residents along the 

seafront who are already at high risk of flood 

damage

ODI 22 Risk Collaborative working Design Low Low

Low Risk

Engineers will bring expertise on floating 

infrastructure. Resients will provide operation, 

management and delivery experience. 

Ecologists will provide important survey data

Design Opportunities (Opp)

Services to be securely located in the floating 

pontoons as these will provide direct access to 

houses 

Number Risk / Opp Description Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk/Opp Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

Availability of Existing Information (AEI) Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

AEI 1 Risk Availability of existing site information, including 

future effects of climate change

Design Medium High
Medium Risk

Ecologists currently working on obtaining more 

information. Expected to receive before July 

2020.

AEI 2 Risk Availability on existing services information Design High Low Low Risk
Resident's Association has provided access to 

this data

AEI 3 Risk Availability of information on any hazardous 

substances in water or ground

Design Medium Low
Low Risk

Water investigation carried out by ecologists is 

ongoing

Existing Site Constraints (ESC) Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

ESC 1 Risk Existing Buildings or Properties Design Low Low Low Risk
Existing Segundo Torrao Informal Houses to be 

demolished in phases

ESC 2 Risk Existing Transport Design & Construction Low High

Medium Risk

Access to existing Segundo Torrao Community 

and water front is very limited with only dirt 

track roads and footpaths

ESC 3 Risk Existing Environmental Design Medium Low
Low Risk

Nature of informal houses provides some 

unintended environmental sensitivity

ESC 4 Risk Existing Site Flood Plain Design High High
High Risk

Flood data illustrates how existing homes are at 

high risk of flooding and rising sea levels

ESC 5 Risk Existing Sewers Design Medium Medium

Medium Risk

Existing sewer runs through the existing site and 

into the water towards proposed site. To be 

extended/redirected

ESC 6 Risk Existing Car Parking Design Low Medium

Medium Risk

Evidence of car ownership. Will need to 

consider alternative methods of transport and 

parking following flooding

ESC 7 Risk Areas affected by proposed works Design Low Low Low Risk
NATO Pontoon, however high probability of 

closure

ESC 8 Risk Infrastructure affected by proposed works Design Low Low
Low Risk

NATO Pontoon, however high probability of 

closure. Existing site seafront roads & defences

ESC 9 Risk Condition of existing buildings Design Low Low Low Risk Existing buildings to be demolished

ESC 10 Risk Capacity of Electricity Services Design Medium Medium Medium Risk
Electricity capacity will be higher using proposed 

renewable means

ESC 11 Risk Surrounding Security Issues and constraints Design Low Low

Low Risk

Site bounded by water and pine forests. Silo 

factory influences neighbourhood with 

increased population

ESC 12 Risk Environmental Issues Design Medium High High Risk
Ecologist results indicate danger of infragavity 

waves and exposure to wind

ESC 13 Risk Access conditions and restrictions Construction Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Very limited access along seafront. Access must 

be from exising NATO pontoon entrance

ESC 14 Risk Existing ground and water conditions Design Medium Medium Medium Risk Further investigation required

Overall Design Issues (ODI) Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

ODI 1 Risk Buildability of proposed scheme in relation to 

existing services and sewers

Design Medium High

Medium Risk

Existing NATO pontoon to be integrated into 

design and solid structure to be utilised for 

renewable energy systems. Existing Sewer to be 

relocated.

ODI 2 Risk Temporary Works Requirement Design Low Low Low Risk
To be integrated in construction warehouse 

design

ODI 3 Risk Building Services Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Consider relationship with water. Smart 

Pontoons could protect services and direct them 

to houses

ODI 4 Risk Future building maintenance (Internal lighting and 

services)

Design Medium Medium
Low Risk

To be developed in design. May operate 

differently to traditional developments

ODI 5 Risk Future building maintenance (Plant and services) Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

To be developed in design. Safe access to 

services integrated in pontoons which must be 

protected from water

ODI 6 Risk Cleaning and Maintenance Design Low Medium
Low Risk

Cleaning to be self-organised by residents. 

However risk of accessing facades facing water

ODI 7 Risk Future building Lifecycle Design High Low Medium Risk
Design to ensure future adaptable reuse of 

foating foundations.

ODI 8 Risk Fire Strategy Design High Low

Medium Risk

Strategy to be developed with experts. No fire 

engine access on floating development. Public 

Fire equipment to be provided

ODI 9 Risk Operational Safety Requirements Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Operations to be conducted on water. Awaiting 

further expertise and knowledge from external 

engineers

ODI 10 Risk Programme Implications Design Low Medium Low Risk
Possibility of increased number of visitors to see 

innovative design

ODI 11 Risk BREEAM Excellent Requirements Design High Medium Medium Risk
BREAAM Excellent Required and integrated in 

design.

ODI 12 Risk Landscaping Design Medium Medium Low Risk
Requirement of 36,000 sq m landscaping in 

masterplan

ODI 13 Risk Structural Issues Design High High

High Risk

Floating Infrastructure technology will require 

engineer expertise and additional design 

considerations to overcome access and 

transport

ODI 14 Risk Land ownership Design Medium Low
Medium Risk

Land site currently owned by private investors. 

However when flooded, water level is no longer 

owned by them

ODI 15 Risk Acoustic Issues Design Low Low
Low Risk

To be assessed during design development. 

Noise from Silo factory may have impact

ODI 16 Risk Sustainability Issues - Reaching Code 4 Level Design Medium Medium Medium Risk To be met throughout design stages

ODI 17 Risk Cost Planning Issues Design Medium Medium Medium Risk
Split into two phases, infrastructure and 

housing. Two separate pots of funding.

ODI 18 Risk Use of BIM Design Low Low
Low Risk

Strategy will most likely not use BIM technology, 

to ensure collaboration of work is accessible to 

all working groups

ODI 19 Risk Build Period Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Construction to be completed before sea levels 

flood and damage existing Segundo Torrao 

houses

ODI 20 Risk Custom-Build Strategy Design & Construction Medium High

High Risk

Decisions to be made about plot or lot based 

buiding strategy. If plot then consideration of 

party walls will be required in design 

development

ODI 21 Risk Phasing Strategy Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Phase 1: To rehouse residents along the 

seafront who are already at high risk of flood 

damage

ODI 22 Risk Collaborative working Design Low Low

Low Risk

Engineers will bring expertise on floating 

infrastructure. Resients will provide operation, 

management and delivery experience. 

Ecologists will provide important survey data

Design Opportunities (Opp)

Services to be securely located in the floating 

pontoons as these will provide direct access to 

houses 

Number Risk / Opp Description Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk/Opp Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

Availability of Existing Information (AEI) Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

AEI 1 Risk Availability of existing site information, including 

future effects of climate change

Design Medium High
Medium Risk

Ecologists currently working on obtaining more 

information. Expected to receive before July 

2020.

AEI 2 Risk Availability on existing services information Design High Low Low Risk
Resident's Association has provided access to 

this data

AEI 3 Risk Availability of information on any hazardous 

substances in water or ground

Design Medium Low
Low Risk

Water investigation carried out by ecologists is 

ongoing

Existing Site Constraints (ESC) Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

ESC 1 Risk Existing Buildings or Properties Design Low Low Low Risk
Existing Segundo Torrao Informal Houses to be 

demolished in phases

ESC 2 Risk Existing Transport Design & Construction Low High

Medium Risk

Access to existing Segundo Torrao Community 

and water front is very limited with only dirt 

track roads and footpaths

ESC 3 Risk Existing Environmental Design Medium Low
Low Risk

Nature of informal houses provides some 

unintended environmental sensitivity

ESC 4 Risk Existing Site Flood Plain Design High High
High Risk

Flood data illustrates how existing homes are at 

high risk of flooding and rising sea levels

ESC 5 Risk Existing Sewers Design Medium Medium

Medium Risk

Existing sewer runs through the existing site and 

into the water towards proposed site. To be 

extended/redirected

ESC 6 Risk Existing Car Parking Design Low Medium

Medium Risk

Evidence of car ownership. Will need to 

consider alternative methods of transport and 

parking following flooding

ESC 7 Risk Areas affected by proposed works Design Low Low Low Risk
NATO Pontoon, however high probability of 

closure

ESC 8 Risk Infrastructure affected by proposed works Design Low Low
Low Risk

NATO Pontoon, however high probability of 

closure. Existing site seafront roads & defences

ESC 9 Risk Condition of existing buildings Design Low Low Low Risk Existing buildings to be demolished

ESC 10 Risk Capacity of Electricity Services Design Medium Medium Medium Risk
Electricity capacity will be higher using proposed 

renewable means

ESC 11 Risk Surrounding Security Issues and constraints Design Low Low

Low Risk

Site bounded by water and pine forests. Silo 

factory influences neighbourhood with 

increased population

ESC 12 Risk Environmental Issues Design Medium High High Risk
Ecologist results indicate danger of infragavity 

waves and exposure to wind

ESC 13 Risk Access conditions and restrictions Construction Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Very limited access along seafront. Access must 

be from exising NATO pontoon entrance

ESC 14 Risk Existing ground and water conditions Design Medium Medium Medium Risk Further investigation required

Overall Design Issues (ODI) Design / Construction Probability Impact Risk Level Proposed Solution to mitigate

ODI 1 Risk Buildability of proposed scheme in relation to 

existing services and sewers

Design Medium High

Medium Risk

Existing NATO pontoon to be integrated into 

design and solid structure to be utilised for 

renewable energy systems. Existing Sewer to be 

relocated.

ODI 2 Risk Temporary Works Requirement Design Low Low Low Risk
To be integrated in construction warehouse 

design

ODI 3 Risk Building Services Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Consider relationship with water. Smart 

Pontoons could protect services and direct them 

to houses

ODI 4 Risk Future building maintenance (Internal lighting and 

services)

Design Medium Medium
Low Risk

To be developed in design. May operate 

differently to traditional developments

ODI 5 Risk Future building maintenance (Plant and services) Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

To be developed in design. Safe access to 

services integrated in pontoons which must be 

protected from water

ODI 6 Risk Cleaning and Maintenance Design Low Medium
Low Risk

Cleaning to be self-organised by residents. 

However risk of accessing facades facing water

ODI 7 Risk Future building Lifecycle Design High Low Medium Risk
Design to ensure future adaptable reuse of 

foating foundations.

ODI 8 Risk Fire Strategy Design High Low

Medium Risk

Strategy to be developed with experts. No fire 

engine access on floating development. Public 

Fire equipment to be provided

ODI 9 Risk Operational Safety Requirements Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Operations to be conducted on water. Awaiting 

further expertise and knowledge from external 

engineers

ODI 10 Risk Programme Implications Design Low Medium Low Risk
Possibility of increased number of visitors to see 

innovative design

ODI 11 Risk BREEAM Excellent Requirements Design High Medium Medium Risk
BREAAM Excellent Required and integrated in 

design.

ODI 12 Risk Landscaping Design Medium Medium Low Risk
Requirement of 36,000 sq m landscaping in 

masterplan

ODI 13 Risk Structural Issues Design High High

High Risk

Floating Infrastructure technology will require 

engineer expertise and additional design 

considerations to overcome access and 

transport

ODI 14 Risk Land ownership Design Medium Low
Medium Risk

Land site currently owned by private investors. 

However when flooded, water level is no longer 

owned by them

ODI 15 Risk Acoustic Issues Design Low Low
Low Risk

To be assessed during design development. 

Noise from Silo factory may have impact

ODI 16 Risk Sustainability Issues - Reaching Code 4 Level Design Medium Medium Medium Risk To be met throughout design stages

ODI 17 Risk Cost Planning Issues Design Medium Medium Medium Risk
Split into two phases, infrastructure and 

housing. Two separate pots of funding.

ODI 18 Risk Use of BIM Design Low Low
Low Risk

Strategy will most likely not use BIM technology, 

to ensure collaboration of work is accessible to 

all working groups

ODI 19 Risk Build Period Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Construction to be completed before sea levels 

flood and damage existing Segundo Torrao 

houses

ODI 20 Risk Custom-Build Strategy Design & Construction Medium High

High Risk

Decisions to be made about plot or lot based 

buiding strategy. If plot then consideration of 

party walls will be required in design 

development

ODI 21 Risk Phasing Strategy Design Medium Medium
Medium Risk

Phase 1: To rehouse residents along the 

seafront who are already at high risk of flood 

damage

ODI 22 Risk Collaborative working Design Low Low

Low Risk

Engineers will bring expertise on floating 

infrastructure. Resients will provide operation, 

management and delivery experience. 

Ecologists will provide important survey data

Design Opportunities (Opp)

Services to be securely located in the floating 

pontoons as these will provide direct access to 

houses 

High Risk  1:  Flooding &  Rising Sea Levels High Risk  3:  Floating Architectural Infrastructure

High Risk  4:  Custom-Build StrategyHigh Risk  2:  Exposure to Wind and Waves

4.1 Risk Matrix
BROAD CONTEXT OF SITE ISSUES

Availability of Ex isting Information

Overall Design Issues

Ex isting Site Constraints

Wave 
Direction

Wind 
Direction

Phase 1 Buildings 
to be demolished 
for re-housing

Sea Level 2030

Phase 1

Floating 
foundations, 
pontoons & 
bridges

Potential for 
‘Lot’ Based 
building 
strategy
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5.0 Alice Howland (Architect) :

5.1 Alice Howland (Architect) :

A particular issue to be considered in the resolution of design is the floating architectural 
infrastructure. Cities including Almada (Fig.51) illustrate how civil and highway engineers fail to 
support successful urban environments as social sustainability is undervalued over environmental 
and economic concerns. Our interest at AHA is to engage with the engineer at an early stage to 
resolve highway infrastructure issues, generate desirable places to live and ensure successful 
place-making through water-sensitive urban design.

As an infrastructure project of this scale is beyond most architect’s expertise, it is necessary to 
appoint specialist international organisations with the experience, skills and understanding 
to execute the work and ensure appropriate construction health and safety.18 Under CDM 
Regulations19, you as client are responsible for appointing duty holders and allocating adequate 
time and resources.20 The principle contractor is responsible for producing the construction phase 
plan and for coordinating and maintaining health and safety.21 The principal designer, responsible 
for the pre-construction phase plan, must design out any risk in terms of temporary works, the 
build and after sales maintenance of buildings.22 Strategies to minimise the risk may involve 
alternative materials and building techniques, or offsite manufacturing.

Construction on water demonstrates an exceptionally challenging and complex environment, 
therefore initial infrastructure23 tasks that present high levels of risk will require the public and end 
users to be excluded from the construction area. Additionally, with cost in mind, health and safety 
must be achieved without restricting the activities of construction workers. 

Warnings of extreme weather events must be communicated to the project team and dealt 
with accordingly as full exposure to wind and waves will demand additional health and safety 
measures. Design must also consider predicted climate change conditions of increased 
storminess and rising sea levels. Therefore, additional temporary work measures may be required 
to support initial construction. 

Confined water boundaries between floating waterways poses risk, therefore sufficient fire 
safety measures, safety points and escape routes are necessary. With no access for fire engines 
and a reduced fire boat response time, additional precautionary measures such as fire fighting 
equipment must be available for public use (Fig.54).

Infrastructure and housing will require mobile lifting equipment to transport prefabricated 
elements to their required location. Therefore, secure designated lifting and launching points 
must be determined. This operation necessitates trained and competent workers24 who can verify 
the point of which material is being lifted from obtains sufficient strength and stability. 

5.1 Inês de Saint-Maurice (Client) :

What additional health and safety measures are required for floating infrastructure?

5.0 Particular Issue

Fig.52: Poor social planning in Palm Island, Dubai 
Fig.54: Additional fire safety provisions in London water community

Fig.55: Delivery of prefabricated housing components
Fig.53: Little sensitivity to adjacent residential 
buildings in Grand Prairie, Texas

Fig.51: Almada highway engineering
18  Health and Safety Executive, ‘Construction (Design and 
Management) Regulations 2015’, (Carmarthen:Crown, 2015)
19  Health and Safety Executive, ‘Construction (Design and 
Management) Regulations 2015’, (Carmarthen:Crown, 2015)

20 Health and Safety Executive, ‘Construction (Design and Management) 
Regulations 2015’, (Carmarthen:Crown, 2015), p.6. 
21  Health and Safety Executive, ‘Construction (Design and Management) 
Regulations 2015’, (Carmarthen:Crown, 2015), p.18.

22  Health and Safety Executive, ‘Construction (Design and Management) 
Regulations 2015’, (Carmarthen:Crown, 2015), p.18.
23 The definition of “infrastructure” in this case incorporates harbours, floating 
foundations and waterway navigation.
24 Health and Safety Executive, ‘Construction (Design and Management) 
Regulations 2015’, (Carmarthen:Crown, 2015)
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5.2 Alice Howland (Architect) :

5.2 Alice Howland (Architect) :

Routine inspections, navigation assistance and maintenance repair may involve sharing the 
workplace with the public. Whilst the contractor must apply his duty of care by taking appropriate 
measures, design could support this by providing enough space and provisions for future 
management. Inspections are necessary to ensure floating facilities implemented for public 
use remain in a safe and functional condition. Therefore, services located within pontoons and 
bollards must be safely accessible for inspection and repair. 

Design should also be developed on the assumption that all residents and visitors are unable 
to swim. Therefore drowning prevention measures are critical and unprotected waterside 
edges must be avoided. In addition to safety railing systems, adequate user-friendly life-safety 
equipment must be available, with design considering the additional risk of vandalism. Public 
pathways exposed to water bears the risk of marine growth, corrosion of materials and slippery or 
uneven surfaces. Therefore, non-slip tactile paving should be enforced for public safety.

A proposed primary mode of transport is by boat, therefore access navigation aids, bridges and 
parking will be very different to traditional development. Design must provide assistance on entry 
and exit and indicate any underwater obstructions. Bridges must be designed to ensure sufficient 
height clearance for boats, whilst not exceeding external maximum slope intensity25 for residents 
to pass over. 

Further issues to consider are the age and abilities of a person who may fall into water as design 
must incorporate solutions for safety and escape. It would be unacceptable to assume that others 
are in the vicinity for rescue, therefore provisions for self-recovery must be available. The depth, 
flow and temperature conditions of water will also impact design choices. 

Exceptional health and wellbeing benefits of living near water supports the need to tackle the 
lack of floating inclusive design. The demographics of those living in floating typologies today 
highlights how access to existing floating homes is very restricted and of high risk, with the health 
and safety of children and elderly of major concern. Whilst access ramps respond accordingly 
to the water-level fluctuations, the gradient of slope at low tide generally exceeds maximum 
wheelchair ramp regulations.26 This design project must revolutionise floating architecture, by 
investigating alternative methods of connecting floating foundations, to enhance its relationship 
with floating transport and access. 

5.2 Inês de Saint-Maurice (Client) :

How else might floating infrastructure impact design decisions?

Fig. 59: Smart jetty with services running between Fig. 60: Non-slip paving, safety railings and life saving equipment Fig.61: Anti-slip GRP Decking Strips Fig.62: Anti-slip Metal Decking

Fig.56: Wheelchair accessible footbridges across canals and rivers

Fig. 57: Existing floating technology does not support public safety

Fig. 58: Design could integrate safety rest areas and steps for escape

Fig.63: Existing demographics of residents living in floating typologies in The Netherlands and London

Fig.64: Fixed pontoons cause restrictions in access

High Tide

High Tide

Low Tide

Low Tide

Fig.65: Floating pontoons offer improved access strategies

Fig.66: Foundations could be combined to further improve access

Fig.67: Existing floating homes with step access over open water

25 HM Government, ‘Approved Document K - Protection from falling, collision and impact’, (Newcastle Upon Tyne: NBS, 2013)
26  HM Government, ‘Approved Document M - Access to and use of buildings: Volume 1 - Dwellings’, (Newcastle Upon Tyne: NBS, 2016)
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Concluding Summary

Recent technology advancements in floating architecture will enable the residents 
of Segundo Torrao to remain in the same location, by dealing with flood risk through 
climate mitigation and adaptation strategies. The design must implement appropriate 
ways to facilitate a transition to life on water whilst also offering residents the 
adaptability and flexibility to expand. The floating neighbourhood will also tackle 
current access and transport issues by pedestrianising the NATO Pontoon and providing 
direct ferry access to Trafaria and Lisbon. 

Research on design constraints concludes the site is of high risk with full exposure to 
wind and infragravity waves. Design must respond to predicted extreme weather events 
in order to protect the floating community. Nevertheless, this environment does provide 
opportunities for design to harness this abundance of renewable energy, making a zero 
carbon development more feasible. 

The design thesis will proceed to interrogate how the existing self-build neighbourhood 
has organically developed over the years and will look to transfer some of the successful 
rules established in self-organising communities.  By proposing custom-build social 
housing, this project aims to provide residents a sense of ownership to their home, 
whilst also offering the freedom to adapt and expand.

Rather than implementing individual floating foundations for each plot, this design 
project will alternatively develop recent buoyant technology methods that allow 
for much wider foundation spans. This strategy is more suitable for tackling the 
complications with access level change and the technological responses to tidal 
fluctuations. Wider spans also allows for higher density accommodation blocks and 
more versatile building arrangements. Whilst individual plots are still assigned, this 
method provides an opportunity for organic growth and further extension vertically. 

The design will take on a master plan phasing strategy, moving residents at most risk 
of flooding first. After residents have been assigned a ‘lot’ and ‘plot’ boundary, they 
will work together with their neighbours and project team to finalise a design for their 
neighbourhood. Residents also have the opportunity to volunteer working in the 
construction warehouse. Not only would they benefit from obtaining additional skills in 
the construction industry, but they would also achieve a reduction in cost of their home. 
Subsequent of collaborative design and off-site manufacturing, building components 
would then be delivered to their specified ‘lot’ for assembly. 

Succeeding completion of phase 1, the flexible floating construction warehouse would 
be relocated accordingly and the remaining Segundo Torrao residents will begin to 
transition to living afloat. As sea levels continue to rise and submerge the surrounding 
land, there is opportunity for further building development to extend backwards 
towards the land. 

Global rising sea levels and a lack of developable land space means living and 
working on water is expected to become more common in the future. Architects must 
acknowledge that sea defences cannot detain water forever, and therefore must adapt 
their strategies to accommodate the impacts of climate change. In most urban regions 
worldwide, additional space is required for water storage however floating communities 
eradicates this issue. The ability to construct a floating building in one location and sail 
it to another improves both efficiency and cost. In addition, during their lifespan floating 
buildings minimise both its carbon and physical footprint by not causing damage to 
their site. 

A complication in this project is the lack of existing floating communities with high 
urban density, with very few examples being developed further than individual small-
scale houseboats. Not only does this demand new technology advancement, but also 
presents uncertainty in the costs and profits of such a development. However these 
questions will begin to dissipate as construction on water becomes well established in 
the future. This design thesis will continue to develop the weaknesses and threats found 
in floating architecture today, as higher density is necessary to ensure the successful 
development of an expanding urban environment.
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